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Foreword

Changing the structure of fundamental political institutions is notoriously difficult, perhaps
especially when the subject is the framework of Parliament itself. This requires the consent of the
institution as it now is, but questions of principle and fairness can too easily come into conflict with
the legitimate interests of political parties and individual politicians with careers at stake.

Parliament has reasonably created the Boundary Commissions to introduce a measure of
objectivity. But that does not entirely solve the problem. Parliament, as maker of laws and
regulations, can change the Commissions’ standing instructions. And the Commissions’
recommendations are still subject to final confirmation (and possible veto) ‒ by Parliament! 

This is exactly the juncture that the current process has now reached, and the reason why the present
report has been produced.

As our authors explain, the present Government saw two problems with previous constituency
boundary reviews. First, the variations in constituency electorates – both between and within
England, Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland – made for unequal MPs’ workloads and substantial
inequalities in levels of representation which were considered unacceptable. So there was an issue
of fairness, acknowledged by the three main political parties. Second, with no legal constraint on
the size of the House of Commons, the reviews had produced a creeping expansion because it had
repeatedly been a little easier to create a few more constituencies than to cut the numbers. This
had not necessarily improved Parliament’s democratic legitimacy or effectiveness, and had
certainly increased its cost. So the Parliamentary Voting System and Constituencies Act 2011
introduced new requirements: that the size of constituencies should not (except for a few special
cases) vary by more than +/-5 per cent, and that the House of Commons’ size should be reduced to
600 members from the present 650.

But the first application of the new rules brought provisional results which looked rather bizarre.
Other standing requirements, such as respect for natural communities and continuity with previous
constituencies, appeared badly threatened by the lower priority they were now given. So one
suspects that there was some relief when a separate political dispute deferred the review beyond
the 2015 General Election. But the rules remain unchanged, and the Boundary Commissions will
soon undertake new reviews on the same basis. These will, without further action and allowing
only for demographic changes, redraw the boundaries for the 2020 Election ‒ presumably 
producing a further set of troubling results.

Our distinguished authors carefully examine whether it could be done better. Would it help to try
various degrees of relaxation of the +/-5 per cent variation in constituency sizes? Would greater
flexibility in using the substructure of constituencies ‒ the electoral wards and divisions, and even 
smaller units ‒ ease the apparent problems at community level?  And would retaining the number 
of MPs at 650 or changing to an intermediate figure above 600 yield less disquieting results?

The McDougall Trust, as a charity keenly concerned to promote public understanding of electoral
democracy, is delighted to publish the results. Neither we nor the authors seek any outcome apart
from a better functioning democracy. The Trust thanks the authors for the high quality of their
report, and Colin Rallings, Professor of Politics at Plymouth University’s School of Government,
who acted as independent reviewer. To those who will soon decide again how to set about
restructuring Parliamentary constituencies, we commend this careful exploration of issues and
options.

Nigel Siederer
Chair, McDougall Trust
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E xecu tive S u mmary

Concern regarding variations in constituency electorates, coupled with a drive to cut the cost of
Parliament in the wake of the 2009 expenses scandal, led the Conservative Party to commit to
legislation in its 2010 General Election manifesto to “ensure every vote will have equal value” and
to reduce the size of the House of Commons.

This commitment was realised in the Parliamentary Voting System and Constituencies Act 2011,
with new Rules for Redistribution which: (a) mandated a UK-wide quota for constituency
electorates; (b) required the four Boundary Commissions to create all seats (with four exceptions)
having electorates within +/-5% of that quota; and (c) cut the number of MPs from 650 to 600.
Electoral equality was to be the paramount criterion for defining constituencies.

The four Boundary Commissions were required to recommend new constituencies by October
2013. Their provisional recommendations, especially those for England, provoked a realisation that
arithmetic gains were achieved at the expense of continuity and geography. The variability
amongst constituency electorates was halved compared with previous reviews, but most existing
seats experienced major change and across urban Britain a match between local government and
constituency boundaries was now the exception rather than the norm.

Production of a new set of 600 constituencies was not completed as disagreements within the
Coalition over constitutional reform led to the Liberal Democrats joining with Opposition parties
to block their implementation. The Boundary Commissions’ Sixth Reviews were aborted and the
2015 general election will be fought in the current constituencies. The 2011 Act was not repealed,
however, nor were the new Rules for Redistribution amended – the Act’s implementation was
merely delayed until 2016. A new set of reviews (the Seventh) initiated then will, if conducted
under the same Rules and procedures, be as disruptive to the current map of constituencies as the
Sixth. This raises the question:

Is there a better way to balance the competing demands of arithmetic, continuity

and geography?

This report provides evidence needed to answer that question. Computer simulations of the
constituency-building process have tested how House size, arithmetic tolerance and Commission
policy interact to shape the map of Parliamentary constituencies.

● In reducing the number of MPs, the Government was mainly concerned with cutting the cost
of Parliament. As MPs and others saw seats disappear from the map amid the general
disruption, however, the two issues became conflated. Surely this reduction had to be part of
the cause?

Our research suggests the impact of the reduction in the number of MPs was slight.
A few more seats would have escaped change had the number of MPs not been altered, but for
the cause of (and possible solution to) the disruption, we must look elsewhere.

● If the change in House size was not the cause, did the 2011 legislation set the tolerance
around the UK quota too low at +/-5%. If it were increased, would there be less disruption to
the constituency map? To answer that question, computer simulations explored the impact of
changing the tolerance from +/-5%, at single-point intervals, up to +/-12%. For each of 75
areas into which we divided the UK ‒ individual shire counties plus groups of neighbouring 
boroughs in England; groups of neighbouring local authorities in the other three countries ‒ 
we explored whether a substantial number of different sets of constituencies could be created
at the given tolerance, thus offering the possibility of a feasible solution for the area.
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Those simulations showed that with a +/-5% tolerance, it is not possible to find feasible
solutions in most of the 75 areas. As the tolerance is increased, the probability of obtaining
such solutions rises quite rapidly at first (at +/-8% tolerance, feasible solutions were identified
for 62 of the 75 areas) before the rate of change declines as fewer areas present a problem.

● In a number of those 75 areas, workable solutions could not be identified because the building
blocks that the Boundary Commissions have traditionally used to create constituencies – local
authority wards – are too large for the purpose. The Boundary Commissions for Northern
Ireland, Scotland and Wales were prepared to split wards where they considered that sensible;
the Boundary Commission for England was extremely reluctant to do so, and many of the
problems that emerged in its recommendations resulted from this.

Our research clearly demonstrated that the use of wards as building blocks meant that major
change to constituency boundaries was necessarily the norm in most English urban areas.
It also showed that many more such constituencies would comprise parts of more than one
local authority than might otherwise be the case. Greater continuity in the constituency map
and less boundary-crossing would result, if there were a relatively small amount of additional
ward-splitting – with this benefit greatest if the tolerance remained tight (less than +/-8%).

● When the 2011 legislation was debated, it was generally assumed that requiring Reviews of
constituencies every five years (rather than the current every 8-12 years) would mean much
less disruption at subsequent Reviews after the first (i.e. the Sixth, aborted in 2013). Our
research suggests otherwise. Under the current Rules and procedures, a combination of
reallocation of constituencies among the four countries, demographic change, and the re-
warding of a substantial number of local authorities, seems likely to result in around one-third
of all constituencies experiencing major change to their boundaries at each quinquennial
review, with only one-third unchanged.

Major disruption to the UK’s map of Parliamentary constituencies will be a normal feature of
all quinquennial Reviews by the Boundary Commissions under the Rules for Redistribution in
the 2011 Act. Ward-splitting and a more relaxed tolerance than +/-5% would reduce this
somewhat, with major change affecting no more than one-fifth of all constituencies and as
many as one-half not requiring any change.

● We do not offer advice as to whether Parliament should amend the 2011 legislation or,
alternatively or additionally, encourage a change of policy on ward-splitting by the Boundary
Commission for England, but our research may influence those who will take those decisions.
Its main conclusions are these:

a) If the equality constraint were relaxed somewhat – from +/-5% to +/-8% – there would be
much less disruption to the constituency map, and if it were relaxed to +/-10%, major
problems would arise in a very small number of places only.

b) If ward-splitting were adopted to avoid crossing local government boundaries and to
minimise change to existing constituencies, then with a tolerance of +/-8% problems would
arise in only a small number of places.

c) Even if the number of MPs were retained at 650, the reallocation of constituencies across the
UK because of the introduction of a single electoral quota would see a comparable amount
of disruption to that with a 600-member House.

d) Because of population changes and alterations to local government boundaries (especially
wards), around one-third of constituencies are likely to undergo major change at each Review
unless there is relaxation of one or both of the tolerance constraint and ward-splitting.
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1.Introdu ction

The Parliamentary Voting System and Constituencies Act 2011 introduced a new set of Rules for
Redistribution to be applied by the four UK Boundary Commissions in their next redistribution of
Parliamentary constituencies (this is termed the Sixth Periodic Review1). This began in March 2011
but was halted by Parliament before its completion, in January 2013. By then, however, each
Commission had published both its initial and revised recommendations, the latter following the
receipt of written representations and the holding of Public Hearings. Although the Commissions’
final recommendations were not produced, the impact of the new Rules – very different from those
used in previous redistributions – on the pattern of constituencies was very clear.

The key feature of those new Rules, compared to their predecessors, was the paramount emphasis
on equality in the number of electors per constituency across the United Kingdom. This was
combined with an increased frequency of redistributions (basically one per Parliament given the
passage of the Fixed Term Parliaments Act 2011) to minimise the tendency for electoral inequality
to increase over time. Previously constituencies could be in place for several general elections (e.g.
1997, 2001 and 2005 in England, Northern Ireland and Wales). Other criteria that formerly had
greater priority – fitting constituencies into the matrix of local government boundaries; reflecting
community ties; maintaining continuity with pre-existing constituencies wherever possible; and
over-riding one or more of the Rules where special geographical considerations suggested to the
Boundary Commissions that this was desirable – could only be applied so long as the strict equality
criterion was enforced:- apart from the four ‘protected constituencies’ and possibly, if the
Commission there considered a variation necessary, Northern Ireland, every constituency was to
have an electorate within five percentage points of a single UK-wide quota (i.e. average electorate).
‘Arithmetic’ considerations were to take precedence over the ‘organic’ criteria which previously
dominated reviews.

The 2011 Act not only changed the Rules for Redistribution, it also altered the composition of the
House of Commons. Previously there had been no fixed number of MPs and, given the way the
Rules were written, the House had grown in size at every redistribution bar one (the Scotland Act
1998 led to a reduction in the number of Scottish MPs in 2005 from 72 to 59). The first
redistribution under the Rules enacted in 1944 resulted in a House with 625 MPs; there were 659
after the Fourth Periodic Review, completed in 1995, and 650 after the Fifth, enacted in 2007. The
2011 Act ended that inbuilt growth and fixed the number of MPs at 600 – a reduction of 7.7 per
cent (but of 25 per cent in Wales, whose Commons delegation was to be reduced from 40 to 30).

When the Boundary Commissions began their first review under the new Rules in 2011, therefore,
they were faced with not only implementing paramount emphasis on electoral equality but also
reducing the number of constituencies. (In England, there was a reduction from 533 to 502; in
Scotland from 59 to 52; in Wales from 40 to 30; and in Northern Ireland from 18 to 16.)

Although there had been considerable cross-party agreement during the passage of the
Parliamentary Voting System and Constituencies Act 2011 regarding the principles underpinning
the new Rules – particularly that of much greater equality in constituency electorates – considerable
concern was expressed during the Parliamentary debates (especially the extended ones in the House
of Lords) regarding aspects of their implementation, not least the reduction in the number of MPs

1 T hefirstreview underthe1944 legislationw asterm edtheInitialR eview ;thenexttw ow ereterm edtheFirstand
S econdP eriodicalR eview s(reportedin1954 and1969 respectively);thereafterthey w ereterm edP eriodic
R eview s– theFourthw asreportedin1995 andtheFifthin2007(2004 inS cotland)– sothatthereview sthat
com m encedin2011 w eretheS ixthP eriodicR eview s.
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and the relegation of the ‘organic’ criteria. The Boundary Commissions and commentators made it
very clear before the review started in 2011 that there would be extensive disruption to the existing
constituency map, with substantial impacts for both individual MPs – many of whom would
probably find their current seats dismembered – and party organisations.

Those fears were exacerbated when the Commissions produced their provisional recommendations
for 600 new constituencies in late 2011-early 2012: one MP portrayed the outcome as ‘somewhat
more disruptive than we had in mind’.2 The Commissions’ revised recommendations produced
after the main stages of the public consultation process were just as disruptive of the pre-existing
pattern as the provisional ones (although significantly different from them in many areas), and the
political parties and their MPs faced major reorganizational changes in their preparations for the
2015 general election.

The reviews were not completed, however. In July 2012 the leader of the Liberal Democrat party
indicated that – because of inter-coalition disagreements over other aspects of the constitutional
reform programme (notably reform of the House of Lords) – he would direct his MPs to vote
against the Boundary Commissions’ recommended new constituencies when they were placed
before Parliament in October 2013. Their defeat was thus very likely, but the Commissions’
reviews continued. Parliament subsequently accepted an amendment to the Electoral Registration
and Administration Bill 2012 (enacted in January 2013), which delayed implementation of the
relevant parts of the Parliamentary Voting System and Constituencies Act 2011, until 2016. The
Commissions immediately abandoned their (by then almost completed) reviews, and parties began
preparing for the 2015 general election to be held within the existing 650 constituencies.

This delay in implementation of the 2011 Act has not halted discussions about its Rules for
Redistribution. In particular, questions have been raised as to:

1. whether the relative balance of the arithmetic (number) and organic (place) criteria can be
altered somewhat by amendments to the Rules, so as to reduce the disruption to the
constituency maps after each review while retaining the key criterion of electoral equality;
and

2. whether it would be better to return to the current number of MPs (650) – albeit as a fixed
rather than variable number?

The research reported in this paper was designed to inform those discussions. Its particular focus
is the maximum variation in constituency electorates, fixed at 5% around the national quota in the
2011 legislation.

If the maximum variation were relaxed a little, would that help both to reduce the
number of constituencies crossing local authority boundaries and to ensure better
continuity with previous constituencies, while still achieving much greater equality

in constituency electorates than heretofore, with either 600 or 650 MPs?

We express no opinion on the size of the House of Commons, merely reporting the results of our
research for each possible size (recognising, of course, that many others might be considered).

2 M arkField,ConservativeM P fortheCitiesofL ondonandW estm inster,http://conservativehom e.blogs.com /
frontpage/2011/09/new slinks-for-w ednesday-14th-septem ber-2011.htm l.
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2.Unequ alRepresentation

The redistribution process deployed before passage of the 2011 Act resulted in considerable
differences in constituency electorates and thus representation levels across the United Kingdom,
illustrated by Tables 1-3.3

From 1944 on there were significant differences in mean electorates across the four constituent
countries. At recent general elections, for example, prior to 2005 both Scotland and Wales had
substantially smaller constituencies than England and, to a slightly lesser extent, Northern Ireland
(Table 1). After devolution in 1998 a change in the Rules for Scotland meant that its average
constituency electorate came closer to the English figure in 2005 and 2010.

These inter-country variations were complemented by intra-country differences, illustrated in
Table 2 for the 2010 general election. This gives seven indicators of the distribution of constituency
electorates within each country: the minimum; the first decile (10 per cent of constituencies had
electorates below that figure); the first quartile (25 per cent of constituencies had electorates below
that figure); the median (half of constituencies had electorates below than figure and half above it);
the third quartile (25 per cent of constituencies had electorates above that figure); the ninth decile
(10 per cent of constituencies had electorates above that figure); and the maximum.

At the 2010 general election, half of England’s constituencies had electorates between 67,425 and
75,919 (i.e. the quartiles were within about 6% of the average); 80 per cent of constituencies had

3 A briefoutlineofthehistory oftheR ulesforR edistributionovertheperiod1944-2011 isgiveninAppendix Ito
thispaper.

T able1

Averageconstituency electorateatthelastfourgeneralelections,
by country

1997 2001 2005 2010

England 68,927 68,999 70,203 71,889
N orthernIreland 65,287 66,171 63,333 64,945
S cotland 54,806 55,291 65,287 65,383
W ales 55,015 55,718 55,767 56,625

T able2

Constituency sizevariationsw ithincountriesatthe2010 general
election

England N Ireland1 S cotland W ales

M inim um 55,050 60,050 21,780 41,198

Decile1 64,679 56,578 48,864
Q uartile1 67,425 61,566 61,387 52,399
M edian 71,876 65,100 65,925 56,667
Q uartile3 75,519 68,979 73,320 61,178

Decile9 79,163 73,534 64,363
M axim um 109,902 76,209 81,869 73,705

1. Becauseofthesm allnum berofconstituencies(18)w ehavenotreportedthe
decilesforN orthernIreland.
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electorates between 64,679 and 79,163 (i.e. within the deciles, about 10% of the average); but 20
per cent had electorates either less than 64,679 or above 79,163. (The large maximum figure is for
the Isle of Wight which prior to the implementation of the 2011 Act the English Commission was
never prepared to split into two small constituencies.) There were similar patterns in the other three
parts of the UK, except that Scotland in particular had some very small constituencies reflecting
the special geographical circumstances there in the Highlands and Islands region and parts of
Strathclyde.

During periods when constituency boundaries remained unchanged, these inter- and intra-country
differences were compounded over time, as a result of population movements both among the four
countries and across constituencies within each. In England, for example, the same constituencies
were used for the 1997, 2001 and 2005 general elections, and Table 3 shows the same descriptive
statistics for its 529 constituencies then as Table 2. The median constituency electorate increased
from 68,896 to 70,378, and variation around that figure also grew. The inter-quartile range (the
difference between the first and third quartiles) widened from 6,949 in 1997 through 8,558 in 2001
to 9,799 in 2005 (an increase of 41% between the two end-dates while the median increased by
only 2 per cent); the inter-decile range was 14,428 in 1997 and 19,155 in 2005 – an increase of
31 per cent.

T able3

Changesinconstituency sizevariationsovertim e,w ith
thesam econstituencies– England

1997 2001 2005

M inim um 50,214 52,444 50,975

Decile1 61,761 61,549 60,594

Q uartile1 65,547 65,616 64,969

M edian 68,896 69,992 70,378

Q uartile3 72,496 74,174 74,768

Decile9 76,189 78,262 79,749

M axim um 101,680 106,305 109,046
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3.Tacklingthe Unequ alRepresentation:the 2011 A ct

These variations in constituency electorates show the following:

● There have always been substantial differences in levels of representation across the United
Kingdom, with some areas significantly over-represented – notably Wales by 2010, and to a
lesser extent Scotland – which was interpreted as unequal; and

● Those differences increased over time after each review of constituency boundaries, thereby
exaggerating the degree of under- and over-representation for different parts of the United
Kingdom.

Such variations were not only incompatible with the concept of equal representation but also:

● Generated significant variations in MPs’ workloads representing individual constituents and
the communities/local authorities within which they lived, which was also seen as
incompatible with the concept of equal representation.

To reduce these variations and produce greater equality of representation, the Parliamentary Voting
System and Constituencies Act 2011 introduced three major changes to the Rules for Redistribution
to be implemented by the four Boundary Commissions:

1. There was to be a single UK electoral quota, thereby removing any significant inter-country
differences in average electorates – and as no constituency was to combine parts of two of the
countries, the Sainte-Laguë formula was specified for allocating MPs to each country, thereby
ensuring minimal variation in average constituency electorate across the four;4

2. All constituencies, with four exceptions, were to have electorates that were within +/-5% of
the UK quota, thereby ensuring that intra-country electorate differences were also small;5 and

3. There was to be a redistribution every five years, with the Commissions reporting their
recommendations to Parliament 18 months before the next scheduled general election, thereby
removing the ‘creeping electoral differences’ of the previous procedure and ensuring that
every general election is conducted in a new set of constituencies with approximately equal
electorates.6

The Act also fixed the number of MPs at 600. It made other changes to the redistribution procedure,
notably in the public consultation process, but these are not relevant to the present concerns
regarding electorate size variations and equality of representation/MPs’ workloads.

4 T heS ainteL aguë m ethodisoneofanum berof‘largestrem ainder’ proceduresforallocatingseatstoareasandis
generally consideredthefairest:seeS .Hix,R .JohnstonandI.M cL ean,Choosing an Electoral System
(L ondon:T heBritishAcadem y,2010),pp.32-33.

5 T hefourexceptions(nam ed‘protectedconstituencies’)reflectedthe‘specialgeographicalcircum stances’ of
particularplaces.Initially,therew eretobeonly tw o– theS cottishconstituenciesofO rkney andS hetland,and
N ah-EileanananIar– buttheHouseofL ordsam endedtheBillby guaranteeingtw oseatsfortheIsleofW ight
(previously theEnglishconstituency w iththelargestelectorate– T able2).Allfourhadelectoratessubstantially
lessthanthequota.T herew asalsoaspecialprovisionallow ingtheBoundary Com m issionforN orthernIreland
thefreedom toslightly expandthe+/-5% toleranceifthatw eredeem ednecessary (possiblebecauseofthe
relatively sm allnum berofconstituenciestherecom paredtotheotherfourcountries):thisisdiscussedin
M .Balinski,R .Johnston,I.M cL eanandP .Young,Drawing a New Constituency Map for the United Kingdom: the
Parliamentary Voting System and Constituencies Bill 2010 (L ondon:T heBritishAcadem y,2010).

6 T histim etablew ouldbebrokenifaprem aturegeneralelectioniscalled,underthestipulationslaiddow ninthe
Fixed Term Parliaments Act 2011.
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4.Implementingthe N ew Ru les forRedistribu tion

The four Boundary Commissions commenced their first reviews under the new Rules for
Redistribution in March 2011; the data for determining the electoral quota and the allocation of
seats became available in December 2010. Three Commissions published their provisional
recommendations within eight months of starting that review; the Welsh Commission published its
in January 2012. The first stages of the statutory public consultation procedure then followed – a
twelve-week period for written representations and the holding of Public Hearings, followed by
publication of the written representations and Hearing transcripts and a four-week period for
written comments on those documents. The Commissions then revised their recommendations in
the light of the evidence received; these were published in early autumn 2012, followed by an eight-
week period for further written representations. Work then commenced on their final
recommendations; this work was terminated after Parliament voted on the amendment to the
Electoral Registration and Administration Act 2013.

Publication of the Commissions’ provisional recommendations stimulated considerable concern
because of the major changes to the constituency map, especially in England and Wales: much less
concern was expressed in Scotland and there was very little at all, especially from the political
parties and their MPs, in Northern Ireland. The extent of the changes and their nature took many –
including a large number of MPs – by surprise, although not the central party organisations; these
had teams preparing for the publication of the provisional recommendations which were well aware
of the likely extent of the changes – though obviously not the details – and had been briefing their
local organisational units and MPs.

The concerns with the changes fell into three main categories:

● The degree to which the proposed constituencies were not, as before, nested within the
boundaries of the major local authorities – many more proposed constituencies than
previously included parts of more than one authority;

● The lack of continuity between the previous map and the proposed new one – changes were
much more extensive than at earlier reviews; and

● The detailed composition of many of the proposed constituencies, many of which split
communities formerly in a single seat and/or combined areas within a constituency that had
little in common.

The third of these was a common – though not as widespread – feature of the provisional
recommendations in earlier reviews and the public consultation procedure was used, as far as
possible, to rectify any anomalies brought to the Commissions’ attention through the deployment
of locally-detailed information that was not likely to be known to the Commissioners and their
staff. It is not considered in this discussion of the Rules for Redistribution, therefore, which
concentrates on the first two categories only.

B ou ndarycrossings

For England, a few examples illustrate the problems relating to the first of these major concerns.

Greater London comprises 32 boroughs plus the City of London. None of the boroughs is entitled
to more than three constituencies, and most to only two. At the previous two reviews, the Boundary
Commission for England combined several groups of neighbouring Boroughs to avoid excessive
electoral inequalities. It did so again in 2011, when its provisional recommendations involved much
more extensive cross-boundary solutions than previously. For example, in its final
recommendations in the review reported in 2007, only 10 of the 73 proposed constituencies
included parts of two boroughs. However, in the 2011 provisional recommendations:
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- As many as 37 of the proposed 68 constituencies included wards from two boroughs – some 54
per cent of MPs elected from London constituencies would be representing parts of two
boroughs, compared to 14 per cent in the current House of Commons;

- Furthermore, nine of the 32 boroughs would not have a single constituency comprising parts of
that borough alone, so that all of their MPs would also be representing parts of another borough
(Lambeth would have been split six ways, for example, and Brent, Ealing and Enfield five
ways);

- Only two boroughs would be comprised of constituencies entirely contained within them; and
several of the borough borders were crossed by more than one constituency.

After the public consultation, the Commission’s revised recommendations indicated that, while a
substantially different set of constituencies could be proposed for some areas, the constraints meant
that the disruption was still substantial:

- 34 of the constituencies in the revised recommendations contained wards from one borough
only;

- The other 34 constituencies combined wards from two boroughs;7

- Eight of the boroughs lacked even a single constituency totally contained within its boundaries.

Outside London: in its Fifth Review, the Boundary Commission for England’s final
recommendations included no constituencies which crossed county boundaries (unitary authorities
being included within the counties from which they had been removed). Within the Metropolitan
Counties, twelve constituencies incorporated wards from two Metropolitan Boroughs/Cities. Its
Sixth Review provisional recommendations in 2011 had many more boundary crossings. There
were 28 constituencies incorporating wards from two Counties, 37 with wards from two
Metropolitan Boroughs, and five with wards from three of those Boroughs.

The City of Birmingham illustrates the issues that led to more boundary-crossing constituencies in
the Metropolitan Boroughs. It currently has ten MPs, each representing a constituency comprising
four of the city’s 40 wards. Under the new Rules it was entitled to 9.55 constituencies, which would
almost certainly mean at least one combining parts of Birmingham with parts of an adjacent
authority.8 However, in order to implement the Rules fully, there and in adjacent local authorities,
the Commission proposed:

- only six constituencies entirely contained within the city’s boundaries;

- one of these combined parts of Birmingham with wards in both Sandwell and Walsall;

- another combined several Sandwell wards with one from Birmingham;

- a third combined one Sandwell ward with several of Birmingham’s;

- a fourth recommended constituency combined a Birmingham ward with several from Solihull;

- and, finally, other parts of Solihull were combined with a ward from Birmingham plus one
from North Warwickshire – outside the West Midlands Metropolitan County.

What was formerly a very ‘clean’ constituency map reflecting the local government situation of
England’s second city would have been replaced by a much more complex one.9 The same was
true with the revised recommendations: in which the Commission proposed:

7 T heCity ofL ondonisnottreatedasaseparateboroughinthesecalculations.
8 Accordingtotheresearchreportedbelow ,w itheither600 or650 M P sitw asim possibletocreate10

constituenciesallw ithinBirm ingham w ithatoleranceoflessthan+/-8% ,w ithoutw ard-splitting;w ithoneof+/-
8% ,how ever,asubstantialnum berw asidentifiedandw ith+/-10% therew ereseveralthousand.

9 T hism ultiplecrossingofboundariescreatedafurtherissueinBirm ingham w hich,w hileultra vires w ithrespect
tothelegislationonconstituency redistricting,illustratessom eoftheconcernsaroundthew iderim plicationsfor
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- seven constituencies entirely comprising Birmingham wards;

- five containing wards from Birmingham plus one or more from one other authority;

- one containing wards from Birmingham plus two other authorities (but none crossing the
boundary with North Warwickshire).

Elsewhere, the new electoral equality requirement meant that their Boundary Commissions had no
alternative but to recommend more seats than previously that incorporated parts of more than one
local authority.

In Scotland, for example:

- eight of the existing 57 constituencies (excluding the two ‘protected constituencies’)
incorporated parts of two local authorities and another comprised parts of three;

- in the 2011 provisional recommendations, 16 of the 50 constituencies contained parts of two
local authorities – as did 14 in the revised recommendations.

In Wales:

- seven of the current 40 constituencies contain parts of two local authorities;

- in its Boundary Commission’s final recommendations, 15 of the 30 contained parts of two or
more authorities

- three of them contained wards from three authorities and one from four.

Finally, in Northern Ireland, all of its Boundary Commission’s revised recommendations were for
constituencies including wards from two or more local authorities:

- seven constituencies had wards from two authorities;

- seven had wards from three authorities;

- one had wards from four authorities; and

- one had wards from five.

This complexity reflected the smallness of many of the local authorities in those three countries
and was deemed necessary by their Commissions, all three of which were prepared to split wards
if that was considered desirable.

C ontinu ity

Whenever there is a boundary review, most MPs prefer that the changes to the existing map are as
limited as possible, as do the local party organisations; this was the rationale behind major
amendments to the legislation in 1958. The Boundary Commissions have generally been able to
meet their wishes at recent reviews, with extensive changes mostly confined to those areas where
the theoretical entitlement had either increased or decreased – which invariably meant redrawing
the entire map for a county or borough. That was not the case with the review commenced in 2011
under the new Rules and with a reduced number of MPs.

To illustrate the difference between the previous and that unfinished review, we adopted an Index
of Change used by Rallings and Thrasher in their evaluations of the new constituencies

com m unitiesandforlocalpolitics.Inlinew iththelocalism agendaofsuccessivegovernm ents,theCity Council
haddevolved m uchofitsservice-delivery budgetingtotendistrictcom m itteeseachservinganareacoveredby
oneofthecity’stenconstituencies.T heCouncilL eaderclaim edinhisoralevidencetotheBoundary Com m ission
forEngland’sP ublicHearingonitsproposalsfortheW estM idlandson3 N ovem ber2011 thatthatpolicy w ould
beputinjeopardy by theprovisionally recom m endednew setofconstituenciesbecauseofthecross-boundary
characterofm any oftheproposedseats.(T herevisedrecom m endationssim ilarly containedsix cross-boundary
constituenciesincludingBirm ingham w ards.)
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recommended in recent reviews.10 That Index contrasts the composition of the new constituency
with that of the old constituency that forms the largest part of the new one: for each of the proposed
new seats, it is calculated as the number of electors removed plus the number added to the old seat
which forms the largest part of the new one, as a percentage of the original seat’s electorate – it can
vary from 0.0 to over 100.0, with the larger the Index the greater the amount of change. Four groups
of new constituencies were identified: those with No Change from the previous situation (an Index
of 0); those with only Minor Change (an Index of less than 10); those with Moderate Change
(Indexes between 10 and 25); and those with Major Change (an Index greater than 25). Table 4
shows the percentage of all constituencies in those four categories in the final recommendations of
the last two completed reviews (the Fourth and the Fifth, from the mid-1990s and the mid-2000s
respectively) and the percentages in the revised recommendations in the Sixth, which was aborted
in 2013.

The contrast in Table 4 between the recommendations of the previous two reviews and those of the
aborted Sixth Review is stark. Much greater change was proposed in the last than in the earlier
exercises, conducted under the old Rules, even though as far as possible the Commissions sought
to minimise change again in 2011. In each of the Fourth and Fifth Reviews, around half of the pre-
existing constituencies were either retained intact or experienced only minor change. That was the
case with only 29 per cent of the seats in the revised recommendations of the Sixth Review, when
over half of all constituencies were subject to major change, compared to one-third or fewer at the
previous reviews.

10 S eeC.R allingsandM .T hrasher,Media Guide to the New Parliamentary Constituencies (P lym outh,2007),
especially pp2-3.

T able4

T hedegreeofchangeinthenew constituencies
recom m endedatthelastthreereview s(% )

Degreeofchange 4th 5th 6th

N one 25 13 18

M inor 19 39 11

M oderate 22 18 17

M ajor 33 30 54
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5.W hythe C omplexityand A mou ntof C hange?

Although both the amount of change illustrated above and the greater complexity of the new
constituency map indicated by the much larger number of constituencies crossing major local
authority boundaries in the 2011 review were anticipated, the detailed reasons need further
exploration. There were three:

● The introduction of the UK-wide electoral quota and the +/-5% tolerance around that figure;

● The decision by the Boundary Commission for England to continue with its previous policy
of not splitting wards when creating constituencies (with the other three Commissions already
prepared to over-ride that policy where it seemed desirable); and

● The reduction in the number of MPs from 650 to 600.

Our research takes all three into account. With regard to the first, introduction of the +/-5%
tolerance meant that the issue of a local authority’s size (its registered electorate) and the associated
theoretical entitlement became much more important than at previous reviews; in many cases
neighbouring authorities had to be combined to create a viable theoretical entitlement. The extent
of this problem is discussed below, as is the second; average ward electorates are so large in many
local authorities (especially but not only large urban areas) that it is very difficult, if not impossible,
to combine wards into a number of constituencies that fit the entitlement all of which also fall
within the +/-5% tolerance.

L ocalau thoritysize and entitlements

At previous reviews, the Boundary Commissions have calculated a theoretical entitlement of
constituencies for each local authority and in most cases rounded that number up or down to
determine the exact number to be allocated. This could produce considerable differences in the
average constituency electorate between adjacent authorities (such as those shown in Table 2),
unless two or more adjacent authorities were combined, which was not the normal practice in
England outside London and the Metropolitan Counties.

That flexibility in allocating seats to local authorities was not available to the Commissions in 2011
because of the +/-5% tolerance. Because of their fractional entitlements, especially though not only
for relatively small counties and boroughs, adjacent local authorities would have to be combined
in the allocation of seats. (A major issue raised by the Boundary Commission for England’s 2011
provisional and 2012 revised recommendations was the necessity for it to combine Cornwall, with
a theoretical entitlement of 5.47, with Devon and the creation of one cross-boundary constituency
– named Bideford and Bude in the provisional recommendations and Bideford, Bude and
Launceston in the revised version.)

To illustrate the problem, consider a hypothetical situation where the electoral quota is 100,000, so
that the range of allowed constituency sizes is 95,000-105,000. County A has an electorate of
220,000, with a theoretical entitlement of 2.2 constituencies. It would not be possible to allocate
two, however, because they would have an average electorate of 110,000; if one had the minimum
electorate – 95,000 – the other would have an electorate of 125,000, which is outside the range.
County B, on the other hand, has an electorate of 820,000, giving it a theoretical entitlement of 8.2
constituencies with an average electorate of 102,500. This is within the range and eight seats could
be allocated. The larger the county or borough, the greater the probability that its theoretical
entitlement can be met within the range and it need not be merged with neighbours (assuming, of
course, that all of them are similarly situated).
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Table 5 shows the range of theoretical entitlements, around each integer, with which it would be
feasible to create that number of constituencies, all within the size constraint, whatever the number
of MPs and the electoral quota; the fractional entitlements are presented to one decimal place only.

Thus, for example, with +/-5% as the allowed variation (the first column):

- If the nearest integer to the theoretical entitlement is 2, it would only be possible to create two
constituencies if the entitlement fell within the range 1.9-2.1.

- If the nearest integer were 5, a feasible solution would be possible within the wider range
4.8-5.2;

- If the nearest integer were 8, then feasible configurations could be found within the range
7.6-8.4; and

- If the nearest integer were 10, then the full range of 9.5-10.5 would provide feasible solutions.

As the tolerance is relaxed, the range of feasible solutions increases, but only those shown in bold
in the table allow the full range (e.g. 4.5-5.5). Thus:

- If the tolerance is +/-5%, only an entitlement of 9.5 or more can be rounded up to the nearest
integer and allocated to the area.

- If it is +/-8%, then an entitlement of 7.5 or more can be rounded up to the nearest integer; and

- If it is +/-10% an entitlement of 4.5 is sufficient for the rounding up or down.

Thus, the larger the number of seats allocated to an area and/or the wider the tolerance, the greater
the probability that feasible configurations will be found.

The clear message from Table 5 is that, with small local authorities entitled to only a few seats, it
is not possible – even with a +/-10% tolerance – to create constituencies entirely contained within
the authority unless the fractional entitlement is close to the integer value.

Table 6 shows – for England’s 32 London Boroughs, 36 Metropolitan Boroughs within the six
Metropolitan Counties, and the Shire Counties plus the residual Unitary Authorities created by the

T able5

T herangeoffractionalentitlem entsforw hichitw ouldbefeasibletocreateaset
ofconstituencies(roundedupordow ntothenearestinteger)m eetingeachsize

tolerancefrom +/-5% to+/-10% .

T hefeasibleentitlem entrangesareshow ninbold

T olerance:+/-N%

Entitlem ent 5% 6% 7% 8% 9% 10%
1 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.9-1.1
2 1.9-2.1 1.9-2.1 1.9-2.1 1.9-2.1 1.9-2.1 1.8-2.2
3 2.9-3.1 2.9-3.1 2.8-3.2 2.8-3.2 2.8-3.2 2.7-3.3

4 3.8-4.2 3.8-4.2 3.8-4.2 3.7-4.3 3.6-4.4 3.6-4.4
5 4.8-5.2 4.7-5.3 4.7-5.3 4.7-5.3 4.6-5.4 4.5-5.5
6 5.7-6.3 5.7-6.3 5.6-6.4 5.6-6.4 5.5-6.5 5.5-6.5
7 6.7-7.3 6.6-7.4 6.6-7.4 6.5-7.5 6.5-7.5 6.5-7.5
8 7.6-8.4 7.6-8.4 7.5-8.5 7.5-8.5 7.5-8.5 7.5-8.5

9 8.6-9.4 8.5-9.5 8.5-9.5 8.5-9.5 8.5-9.5 8.5-9.5
10 9.5-10.5 9.5-10.5 9.5-10.5 9.5-10.5 9.5-10.5 9.5-10.5
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dissolution of Avon, Cleveland and Humberside11 – the fit within the ranges shown in Table 5,
whether their theoretical entitlements using the 2011 electoral quota of 76,641 for a 600-member
and 70,708 for a 650-member House (both figures using 2010 electoral data). (We focus only on
England here because of the different local government structures elsewhere in the UK.)

For a 600-member House:

- Only eight of the London Boroughs had a theoretical entitlement which enabled an integer
number of constituencies to be allocated to them (these are shown in bold);

- That was the case with only 16 of the Metropolitan Boroughs;

- The situation was slightly better with the Shire Counties, where just under half of the 41 areas
had a viable entitlement. (Devon did, but Cornwall didn’t, of course, so the two would have to
be combined!)

11 T heseincludetheform erCountiesofCornw all,Durham ,N orthum berland,S hropshireandW iltshirew hichw ere
recreatedasunitary authorities,asw eretheseparateauthoritiescreatedw hentheCountiesofAvon,Cleveland
andHum bersidew eredissolved:tw ootherform ershirecounties– BedfordshireandCheshire– haveeachbeen
dividedintotw ounitary authoritiesbutthey aretreatedassingleentitieshere,asthey w ereby theBoundary
Com m issionforEnglandsincethenew authoritieshadnotbeenim plem entedw henits2011-2013 review
com m enced.R utlandiscom binedw ithL eicestershireasittraditionally isby theBoundary Com m ission;theIsle
ofW ightisexcluded.

T able6

T hedistributionoftheoreticalentitlem entsfordifferenttypesoflocal
authority in2010,w ithaHouseofCom m onscontaining600 and650 M P s

w itha+/-5% tolerance(feasibleentitlem entsareshow ninbold)

600 seats 650 seats
Entitlem ent L M B S C L M B S C

0.0-0.9 0 0 1 0 0 0

1.0 0 0 0 0 0 1
1.1-1.8 10 4 2 6 2 0
1.9-2.1 6 6 2 6 4 3
2.2-2.8 13 12 2 15 13 1
2.9-3.1 2 5 0 2 5 1

3.2-3.7 1 2 1 3 5 1
3.8-4.2 0 2 0 0 0 0
4.3-4.7 0 2 2 0 3 1
4.8-5.2 0 1 1 0 1 1

5.3-5.6 0 0 4 0 1 1
5.7-6.3 0 0 2 0 0 5
6.4-6.6 0 0 4 0 0 1
6.7-7.3 0 1 1 0 0 4
7.4-7.5 0 0 4 0 0 0

7.6-8.4 0 0 1 0 1 6
8.5 0 0 1 0 0 0
8.6< 0 1 13 0 1 17

W ithintolerance 8 16 20 8 12 38

Σ 32 36 41 32 36 41

L – L ondonBoroughs;M B – M etropolitanBoroughs/Cities;S C – S hireCounties
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For a 650-member House:

- The situation would have been no different for London, but it was better for the Metropolitan
Boroughs;

- In the rest of England, there was a big difference, where all but three areas had a viable
theoretical entitlement.

There is no guarantee that returning the House of Commons to 650 MPs will reduce the problem
identified here. The number of authorities with a viable theoretical entitlement will vary according
to the exact number but the likelihood is that, whatever the number of MPs, a substantial number
of local authorities – especially but not only the smaller ones – will not have a theoretical
entitlement which fits within the parameters identified in Table 5, and so will have to be merged
with one or more neighbours.

What if there were a wider tolerance than +/-5%?

Table 7 shows the number of authorities of each type with a viable theoretical entitlement with
tolerances up to +/-10%. For London, there is little change with a less-than +/-10% tolerance – with
either a 600- or a 650-member House. The same is the case with the Metropolitan Boroughs with
the 600-member size. Considerable grouping of adjacent authorities will be necessary in those two
parts of England, whatever the tolerance. Elsewhere – in the Shire Counties – the necessity for
grouping will be rare with a tolerance of +/-6% or above with a 650-member House.

The problem of local authorities with small theoretical entitlements was recognised by those
drafting the Parliamentary Voting System and Constituencies Act, 2011, particularly for England.
Realising that its Commission would have to combine adjacent local authorities to make up groups
whose constituency entitlements could be met within their boundaries, the Act suggested that it use
the nine Standard Regions as the framework for allocating constituencies – and made that almost
obligatory by using the regions as the template within which the Public Hearings were to be held.
The Commission structured its work accordingly but sought, wherever possible, to divide each
region into smaller areas with viable entitlements.

Only in one region was it unable to do this – that with the smallest overall theoretical entitlement:
the Northeast. Five of the other eight were divided into three sub-regions, one into 5, one into 6,
and the largest (the Southeast) into 9. Of these 35 sub-regions, 18 comprised a single local authority

T able7

T hedistributionoffeasibleentitlem entsatdifferenttolerancelevels,for

aHouseofCom m onsw ith600 and650 M P s

600 seats 650 seats
T olerance(% ) L M S C L M S C

5 8 16 20 8 12 38

6 8 16 30 8 13 40
7 8 18 36 11 16 40
8 8 20 36 11 17 41
9 8 20 38 11 18 41

10 18 29 41 17 19 41

Σ 32 36 41 32 36 41

L – L ondonBoroughs;M B – M etropolitanBoroughs/Cities;S C – S hireCounties
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only, most of them Shire Counties (Berkshire,12 Buckinghamshire, Cumbria, Essex, Derbyshire,
Gloucestershire, Hampshire, Lancashire, Lincolnshire, Oxfordshire, Surrey, and West Sussex – in
all cases incorporating any ‘enclave’ unitary authorities contained within their boundaries).

In Wales, only 14 of the 30 constituencies in the revised recommendations were contained within
a single unitary authority and just 6 of those 22 local authorities were entirely contained within one
constituency.

Only seven of Northern Ireland’s 26 local authorities were not split between two or more of the
Commission’s provisionally recommended 16 constituencies, a figure that was increased to eleven
in the revised proposals.

The bu ildingblocks forconstitu encydefinition:localau thorityelectoralwards

Throughout their six completed reviews since passage of the 1944 Act, the Boundary Commissions
have, with very few exceptions, used local authority electoral wards as the building blocks for
creating constituencies. (Where there has been a two-tier local government, as in the current
English Shire Counties, they have used the smaller district wards rather than the larger county
electoral divisions.) Although this has been accepted practice, it has not been a legal requirement
except in Northern Ireland, for which the Parliamentary Constituencies Act 1986 stated that ‘no
ward shall be included partly in one constituency and partly in another’. The 2011 Act recognised
this near-universal practice, but realised that it might not be feasible to deploy it in all cases: the
new Rules for Redistribution indicated (Rule 5) that the Commissions ‘may take into account
...local government boundaries’ and in its interpretation (Rule 9(3)) included electoral wards among
the boundaries covered by Rule 5, in all four countries.

In the review which began in 2011, the Commissions varied in their attitude to using wards as
their building blocks:

- The English Commission took the hardest line, its Deputy Chairman telling a meeting of
political party representatives that it ‘would only split a ward if there was felt to be no realistic
alternative in order to create a viable constituency’ – advice that the Conservative and Labour
parties fully accepted in preparing their counter-proposals.

- The Scottish Commission, on the other hand, was prepared to split wards where necessary, in
order to meet the other criteria, saying that ‘it is impracticable in this Review to create
constituencies by simply aggregating electoral wards’. This was based on its experience
creating a new set of constituencies for the Scottish Parliament in 2009. Scotland had changed
its local government electoral system from first-past-the-post in single-member wards to STV,
and ward sizes had been increased accordingly; in 2012, 189 wards returned three councillors
each and 164 elected four. In its provisional recommendations published in 2011, the
Commission split 29 of the country’s 353 wards; of its 50 constituencies (i.e. excluding the two
‘protected constituencies’), 35 contained one or more part-ward. In its revised
recommendations, 31 wards were split and 38 of the 50 constituencies contained at least one
part-ward.

- Finally, both the Northern Ireland and Welsh Commissions took a pragmatic approach; they
preferred not to split wards, but would do so if necessary. In the event, the Northern Ireland
Commission split only one ward in its provisional and revised recommendations (and that ward
had been split in the previous review); the Welsh Commission proposed splitting 4 out of 881
electoral divisions, and just 3 in its revised proposals (the term ‘ward’ is not used in Wales).

12 Berkshirew asdividedintofiveunitary authoritiesin1996 butthesew erenotgivenseparatecounty status.
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Figure1.Haringey’sw ardsandconstituency electoratesin2010.

The Boundary Commission for England’s decision to use wards as its building blocks, unless there
were compelling reasons not to,13 compounded the problem of creating a set of constituencies
entirely contained within a local authority, even where this was mathematically feasible given its
theoretical entitlement as discussed above.

This is illustrated by the London Borough of Haringey (Figure 1). An electorate of 150,040 gave it
a theoretical entitlement of 1.96, which meant that it could be allocated two constituencies. Of its
current two, Hornsey and Wood Green with an electorate of 79,878 was within the +/-5% tolerance
limits (72,810 to 80,473) but with 70,162 Tottenham was too small. The ‘obvious’ solution would
appear to be to move some voters from one constituency to the other.

There are four wards along the boundary between the two constituencies, but if any one was moved
from Hornsey and Wood Green into Tottenham, although the latter would then have an electorate
within the prescribed range, the former constituency would be too small. It is not possible to create
two constituencies both having within-range electorates by modifying the boundary between the
existing two using the wards as building blocks. Indeed, there is no configuration of Haringey’s
19 wards which would satisfy the +/-5% tolerance, even starting with a blank sheet of paper.14

13 Itidentifiednosuchcom pellingreasonsinitsprovisionalrecom m endations.Follow ingitspublicconsultationsit
identifiedoneplace– Gloucester– w hereitw aspreparedtorecom m endasplit-w ardsolutiontoavery difficult
problem ,w hichinvolved splittingtw ow ards.T hathadbeencounter-proposedby theGloucesterconstituency
Conservativeparty,butnotby thecentralparty officerw hom aderepresentations(oralandw ritten)inall
regions.

14 O fcourse,eventhoughHaringey hadanintegerentitlem ent,oneorm oreofitsneighboursm ay not,m akinga
com binationofboroughsnecessary.Initsprovisionalrecom m endations,theCom m issionretainedthetw o
existingconstituenciesalm ostintact:itsw itchedonew ardfrom Hornsey andW oodGreentoT ottenham ,
replacingitby onefrom neighbouringEnfieldtothenorth,thusretainingaten-w ardseat.Inadditiontothew ard
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Even where the theoretical entitlement suggests that a local authority could have a number of
constituencies entirely contained within its borders, its ward structure may preclude this, as
illustrated by the case of Leeds. The City’s electorate of 545,338 entitled it to 7.1 constituencies,
but there was no available solution in which its 33 wards could be configured to create seven, all
within the specified size range. Combining Leeds with one or more neighbours was necessary. The
Commission recommended eight constituencies, of which:

- only three were entirely contained within Leeds;

- two combined parts of Leeds and Bradford;

- one crossed the Leeds-Kirklees boundary and another the Leeds-Wakefield boundary; and

- the final one combined parts of Leeds with wards in the Harrogate district of North Yorkshire
(i.e. outside the West Yorkshire Metropolitan County).15

That this complexity was not a result of Boundary Commission whims is illustrated by the
alternative configurations for Leeds and surrounding authorities counter-proposed by the political
parties during the public consultation process:

- The Conservatives argued for nine constituencies including parts of Leeds, only one of which
was the same as one of the Commission’s recommendations;

- The Liberal Democrats suggested ten constituencies including parts of Leeds, only two of
which were entirely contained within the city;

- a Labour counter-proposal also had ten constituencies involving Leeds, of which just four were
contained within the City.

The Boundary Commission for England realised that Leeds and the surrounding areas presented a
very difficult problem and that the parties – along with others who made representations during the
public consultation – were far from satisfied with its recommendations. This was reflected in its
revised recommendations. The number of seats including Leeds wards was increased from eight to
nine, of which:

- only three were contained entirely within the city (and none was the same as any of the
provisionally-recommended eight);

- the others linked parts of Leeds with wards in Bradford (three seats), and Kirklees and
Wakefield (two seats each).

North Yorkshire’s eight existing seats remained unchanged in the revised recommendations but
elsewhere in West Yorkshire boundary-crossing was the norm and the recommended map
necessarily much more complex in the amount of local-authority boundary crossing than the one it
was to replace.

This problem with the ward structure has two components. The first is that unless an authority has
a number of wards that when divided by its constituency entitlement gives an integer number, it is
unlikely that a viable set of constituencies can be created. (Haringey has 19 wards, which divided
by 2 gives 9.5; Leeds has 33 which divided by 7 gives 4.7.) Wards tend to be equal in size; equality

m ovedinfrom Hornsey andW oodGreen,theT ottenham constituency alsoreceivedonefrom Enfield,butits
southernm ostw ardw assw itchedintoaconstituency largely draw nfrom neighbouringHackney,thereby
creatinga10-w ardT ottenham constituency asw ell.

15 N orthYorkshire(includingtheCity ofYork)w asentitledtoeightconstituencies,andalleightofthecurrent
constituenciesw erew ithintherequirednew sizerange.ButbecauseofthisdecisiontocrosstheL eeds-N orth
Yorkshireboundary – andtw oothersfurthersouthinW estYorkshire– sevenofthoseeightN orthYorkshire
constituencieshadtobechanged.
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of electorates is a prime criterion applied by the Local Government Boundary Commission for
England when creating new ward systems for a local authority.

The second component is that wards tend to be large in many authorities, relative to the allowed
variation, especially in London and the English Metropolitan Counties. The maximum difference
between the largest and smallest constituency in the aborted review was 7,663 electors: the majority
of wards in London and the Metropolitan Counties had more electors than that, so that if a potential
constituency was slightly below the minimum electorate [72,810] adding another ward to it would
probably take it over the maximum [80,473] – and taking a ward away from a potential constituency
slightly larger than the maximum could well move it to below the minimum.

This situation reflects in part the large electorates of those Boroughs and Cities but, much more so,
the legal stipulation that each of the 36 Cities and Boroughs within the Metropolitan Counties all
have wards each returning three members.16 If Leeds’ 99 City Councillors were returned from 99
single-member wards rather than 33 (i.e. average electorates of 5,508 rather than 16,525), it is very
much more likely that a set of seven constituencies within the size range could be created using the
wards as building blocks (six comprising 14 wards each, for example, and the seventh comprising
15). London Boroughs are not required to have three-member wards, but most do; if Haringey’s 57
councillors were elected from 57 wards with an average electorate of 2,632, rather than from 19
averaging 7,897, two constituencies within the prescribed size range could certainly be created
there.

Elsewhere, especially in more rural areas, this problem is less acute. Most rural wards are single-
member and much smaller than in the conurbations – although there is a tendency for them to
become larger when authorities’ electoral systems are revised, as there is also pressure for smaller
councils (as in some of the recently-created unitary authorities replacing Shire Counties, such as
Shropshire and Wiltshire). Even if the entitlement to constituencies is not close to an integer,
therefore, it should be possible in most cases to create constituency configurations that are
combinations of wards. The problem is not particular to major urban areas and conurbations, but it
is certainly concentrated there.

16 T hecurrentlegalsituation,follow ingthepassageoftheLocal Democracy, Economic Development and
Construction Act, 2009,isthatany Councilthatiselectedby thirds(i.e.one-thirdoftheCouncillorsareelectedin
eachofthreeyearsduringthefour-yearelectoralcycle)m usthavethree-m em berw ards.Currently alldo,
althoughinM ay 2014 theL ocalGovernm entBoundary Com m issionforEnglandpublisheddraftproposalsfor
Doncasterinw hichthatisnotthecase.Inplaceofthe21 three-m em berw ards,itproposesaCouncilw ith54
m em bersw ithasingleelectionevery fouryears:therew ouldbe13 three-m em berw ards(averageelectorate
12,434);six tw o-m em berw ards(average8,627);andthreesingle-m em berw ards(average4,376).T hese
proposalsareavailableathttp://w w w .lgbce.org.uk/current-review s/yorkshire-and-the-hum ber/south-
yorkshire/doncaster-fer:furtherdetailsonrew ardingarrangem entsareavailableintheCom m ission’sleaflet
How To Propose a Pattern of Wards – http://w w w .lgbce.org.uk/data/assets/pdf_file/0014/10409/proposing-
new -w ards-guidance.pdf.Ifthispracticebecom esw idespreaditm ay rem ovesom eoftheneedfortheEnglish
Com m issiontoconsidercom biningadjacentboroughs,thoughthisisunlikely tohappeninm orethantw oor
threelocalauthoritiesbeforethenextR eview beginsin2016 ortobew idespreadbeforethatscheduledto
com m encein2021.
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6.Redu cingthe C omplexityand L ackof C ontinu ity

The analysis so far has shown that, under the Rules for Redistribution in the Parliamentary Voting
System and Constituencies Act 2011, plus the associated reduction in the number of MPs from 650
to 600, the constituencies recommended by the four Boundary Commissions in their first review
implementing those Rules – both provisional and, after public consultation, revised – were very
different from their predecessors. There was much less continuity in the pattern of representation
than after earlier reviews, and many more constituencies crossed local government boundaries than
previously. The implications for party organisation and the nature of MPs’ workloads representing
their individual constituencies and their various communities and interest groups were substantial
– and to a considerable extent unwelcome, as illustrated by the arguments made by MPs and party
officials in the public consultation process. That review was aborted, for political reasons, but a
further review will begin in 2016, using the same Rules and therefore facing the same problems
and producing similar – to a greater or lesser extent unpopular – outcomes.

Can that be changed? While retaining the fundamental principles of the Parliamentary Voting
System and Constituencies Act, 2011 – equal electorates, both between and within the four
countries, and more frequent redistributions – is it possible to change either the practices of
constituency creation or some elements of the Rules to create more acceptable outcomes? Three
possible strategies are available.

1.S plittingwards

Most wards are divided for the administration and conduct of elections into polling districts. (The
Welsh term is ‘electoral divisions’, but we use ‘ward’ to describe the basic electoral units in all
four countries.) If these were used where a solution employing wards as the building blocks was
not feasible (as in Haringey and Leeds), then greater continuity of representation (less change to
the pre-existing constituencies) and fewer constituencies crossing local authority boundaries would
be feasible.

Each polling district has an identified polling place, which can incorporate one or more polling
stations; the Electoral Commission’s advice is that no polling station should have more than 2,500
electors allocated to it.17 These polling districts are created entirely for administrative purposes
only, with numerical considerations foremost in deciding their boundaries, although the Electoral
Commission’s advice suggests that accessibility to polling places should be a major determinant in
their creation.18 Although electoral equality is also a prime consideration in the definition of wards,
other criteria are also involved: the Local Government Boundary Commission for England, for
example, cites ‘Reflecting the interests and identities of local communities’ and ‘Promoting
effective and convenient local government’ alongside ‘Delivering electoral equality for local
voters’ as the ‘main rules’ which should be used to determine ward boundaries.19

To illustrate how wards might be split using polling districts, we examined the situation in London
and the six English Metropolitan Counties, where the problem of large wards has the greatest
impact; we supplemented the ward data used by the Boundary Commission for England with

17 S eeT heElectoralCom m ission,2010 UK Parliamentary General Election. Interim Report: Review of Problems at
Polling Stations at Close of Poll on 6 May 2010,p.11.http://w w w .electoralcom m ission.org.uk/data
/assets/pdf_file/0010/99091/Interim -R eport-P olling-S tation-Q ueues-com plete.pdf.

18 T heElectoralCom m ission,Reviews of Polling Districts, Polling Places and Polling Stations,
http://w w w .electoralcom m ission.org.uk/i-am -a/electoral-adm inistrator/polling-place-review s

19 L ocalGovernm entBoundary Com m issionforEngland,How To Propose a Pattern of Wards,p.5 –
http://w w w .lgbce.org.uk/data/assets/pdf_file/0014/10409/proposing-new -w ards-guidance.pdf.
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polling district data and maps from the relevant local authorities (either downloaded from their
websites or in response to a request from us).20 Their total electorate in 2010 was 13,557,934.

We created a set of 177 constituencies which involved splitting wards where it was necessary in
order to minimise, as far as possible, either or both of disrupting existing constituencies and
crossing local government (London Borough and Metropolitan Borough) boundaries.21 In total,
64 wards were split into two parts, 21 of them in Greater London, which is less than one ward per
local authority involved. We then compared the distribution of electors across this set of
constituencies with that in the Boundary Commission for England’s provisional recommendations,
using the concept of a sub-optimally placed (SP) elector:– one who is separated from the majority
of the other electors in:

(a) The existing constituencies. If constituency X currently has 70,000 electors, 63,000 of whom
are allocated to one of the new constituencies, the remaining 7,000 are classified as SP;

(b) The local authorities. If local authority Y has 200,000 electors, 175,000 of whom are allocated
to new constituencies entirely contained within that authority’s boundaries, the remaining
25,000 (placed in constituencies containing parts of other authorities) are classified as SP; and

(c) The wards. If a ward has 8,000 electors and is split so that 6,000 are allocated to one new
constituency and 2,000 to one or more others, the 2,000 are classified as SP.

Table 8 shows the number of electors, and their percentage of the total, in each of those categories
for the ‘without splitting’ configuration of constituencies (the Boundary Commission for England’s
provisional recommendations) and our ‘with splitting’ configuration.

In the Commission’s recommendations:

- almost one-third of the 13.6 million electors were classified as SP according to the first
criterion;

- some 4.2 million electors were separated into constituencies other than those in which the
majority of the electors they formerly shared a constituency with are placed.

In the ‘with splitting’ configuration, this is almost halved, to 16 per cent. Similarly, 12 per cent of
electors were placed in constituencies partly comprising areas outwith their home local authority

20 A fullerpresentationofthispartoftheresearchcanbefoundinD.J.R ossiter,R .J.JohnstonandC.J.P attie,
‘R epresentingpeopleandrepresentingplaces:com m unity,continuity andthecurrentredistributionof
P arliam entary constituenciesintheU K’,Parliamentary Affairs,66 (2013),865-886.

21 M any m orepossibleconfigurationsof177constituenciescouldhavebeencreated:w edevelopedjustone–
m inim isingbothchangeandcrossinglocalauthority boundariesasfaraspossible– toillustratethepotentialof
w ard-splitting.

T able8

T henum berofelectorssplitsub-optim ally inL ondonandthe
M etropolitanCounties(andtheirpercentageofthetotal),w ithout

andw ithw ard-splitting

W ardsplitting: W ithout W ith
Electors % Electors %

Existingseats 4,231,608 31 2,210,000 16

L ocalauthorities 1,621,930 12 760,000 6

S plitw ards 0 - 190,000 1
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in the Commission’s provisional recommendations, compared with only 6 per cent in the ‘with
splitting’ configuration.

Splitting a small number of wards thus, in effect, halves the disruption to continuity and the crossing
of local authority boundaries that the Commission considered desirable in order to produce an
acceptable set of constituencies. (The two percentages cannot be summed, because an individual
elector may be categorised as SP on both of the criteria.) The ‘price’ for ward-splitting is that
190,000 electors (just one per cent of the total in those areas) are split from the majority of the
residents of their wards.

The advantages of splitting wards and using polling districts as smaller building blocks where
desirable are clear from this analysis. However, there are three main arguments against that
approach:

● The first is technical – polling districts have no legal status and so there is no mapping of their
boundaries by the Ordnance Survey. This could readily be overcome, and local authorities
required to provide the Boundary Commissions with polling district maps alongside the
electoral data that they now provide for wards.

● The second is procedural. The larger the number of building blocks for an area, the
(exponentially) larger the number of constituency configurations that could be created using
them. In our exploration we created just one solution: we could have created many thousands
of others. This much larger choice set would potentially increase the size of the Boundary
Commissions’ tasks very substantially, not only in developing their provisional
recommendations for an area, but also in responding to the public consultation: if interested
bodies – especially the political parties – are dissatisfied with a Commission’s proposals for
an area, the potential use of polling districts provides them with a much wider range of
alternative options for counter-proposals (plus counter-proposals to their opponents’ counter-
proposals) for a Commission to evaluate. The exercise, already constrained by a tight
timetable, could become very much larger and difficult to manage.

● The final argument concerns the value of wards as indicators of communities, areas whose
residents have common interests – not least through their representation in local governments
– that could be fractured if wards are split. Opinion on this is divided: to many, wards are
artificial creations, especially in large urban areas, whereas to others they have an identity and
utility that should be retained. The Boundary Commission for England pressed the latter case
strongly, with statements that:

‘…wards are generally indicative of areas which have a broad community of
interest’;

‘…wards have an identity that is generally known to the local electorate who
understand how they are organised and where they may vote in them’;

‘…local party organisations are usually based on wards or groups of wards …
wards usually have an established and well run machinery in place for organising
elections’; and

‘The Commission’s experience from previous reviews also confirmed that any
division of a ward between constituencies would be likely to break local ties,
disrupt party political organisations, cause difficulties for Electoral Registration
and Returning Officers and, possibly, cause confusion to the electorate’.22

22 Althoughthereisvery littleevidencethatthey consideredthisvery seriously atpreviousreview s!
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That argument for wards as the basic components of constituencies was supported by many MPs,
party officials and others who made representations to the Commission in 2011 and 2012, but not
universally. Some argued that some ward boundaries were no more ‘artificial’ than those of other
administrative units (including polling districts) and that splitting wards was not problematic:
others disagreed.23

It is not necessary to use polling districts as the sub-ward building blocks. The Boundary
Commission for Scotland did not do so in its creation of provisional and revised constituencies
during the aborted 2011-2013 exercise; it said that, where it could not use wards, it ‘followed
community council boundaries or other recognisable boundaries’ and then modified them so that
they fitted in with the fine-grained data that they had on the distribution of electors (at postcode
and other scales); under the Local Government (Scotland) Act 1973, the local authorities are divided
into community council areas, separately from the electoral wards. The Commission was not
constrained by artificial boundaries, and its practice was accepted with virtually no demur (as was
also the case with its earlier creation of Scottish Parliament constituencies). Similarly, the splitting
of several wards in the Boundary Commission for Wales’ provisional and revised
recommendations in 2012 did not generate substantial concern. Nor did the splitting of a ward in
Northern Ireland (in the Fifth as well as the Sixth Review).

2.Relaxingthe S ize C onstraint

Our additional research for this report focuses on the consequences of relaxing the +/-5% tolerance.
Our goal was to explore whether, by giving the Commissions greater degrees of freedom up to and
including a +/-12% tolerance around the quota, it would be feasible for them to recommend
constituencies that both involved less crossing of local authority boundaries than their
recommendations in 2011-2102 and displayed greater continuity with the existing set.

We used the same data as the Commissions – the wards and their electorates (from the electoral
rolls compiled in autumn 2010) – when they undertook their exercise starting in 2011. We are
therefore not exploring the possible outcomes of the next review starting in 2016 – the electoral
data are obviously not available and many of the ward maps will have been redrawn by then. What
we are doing is a feasibility study, for which there is a baseline against which the results can be
compared. If the results of our work are clear with regard to the situation using those data and maps,
it is extremely unlikely that they will not also apply to the ward maps and electorates in 2016. If
many feasible solutions are identified for the 2010 data it is virtually certain that they will for 2016
too.

We began by grouping local authorities into larger areas to provide the framework within which to
allocate seats according to their theoretical entitlements. The UK was thus divided into a bespoke
set of 75 areas; two in Northern Ireland, four in Wales, six in Scotland, and the remaining 63 in
England: the four ‘protected constituencies’ were excluded. The 75 areas were defined following
an examination of the history of redistributions. In non-metropolitan England the Shire Counties
have provided a template for the allocation of MPs right back to the origins of Parliamentary
representation. Most of those currently still in place have electorates of 400-800 thousand and, with
the exception of Rutland, are treated separately here.

Within each of those Shire Counties, we included any of the (mainly urban) unitary authorities
created in the 1990s (such as Swindon in Wiltshire, and Plymouth and Torquay in Devon), most of
which had theoretical entitlements to fewer than three constituencies although in some cases, as

23 S ee,forexam ple,thediscussionofthisissueinR .J.Johnston,C.J.P attieandD.J.R ossiter,‘M P s’ responsestoa
new constituency m ap:electoralprospects,com m unity tiesandparty organisation’,The Journal of Legislative
Studies,doi10.1080/13572334.2014.878166.
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with Swindon, it was possible to isolate them from their surrounding county in the allocation of
seats. Five of the six former Metropolitan Counties are larger than our norm of 400-800 thousand,
but their 36 districts are mostly too small (as we show in Table 6), so we grouped them into 17
units comparable in size to the non-Metropolitan County average. The 32 London Boroughs were
similarly too small, and were combined into eight groups. In Wales, at the last two reviews the
Commissions were required to employ the eight ‘preserved counties’ in allocating seats but several
of these were also too small, so four pairings were identified. For Scotland, the 29 unitary
authorities created in 1994 (excluding the three covering the two ‘preserved constituencies’) were
grouped into six areas largely consistent with groups of ‘historic counties’ and the regions used
between 1974 and 1994; and Northern Ireland was split into two – Belfast plus Armagh and Down,
and the remainder.

Working with each of these areas in turn, we then used specially written software (see Appendix II)
to simulate the process undertaken by the Commissions, building constituencies from combinations
of wards. Beginning with a tolerance of +/-5% we checked to see whether solutions which met the
Rules were possible. If no solution was found we moved on to a +/-6% tolerance and repeated the
process, potentially continuing right up to +/-12%. If just a few solutions were found at the relevant
tolerance, we noted that fact and moved on to the next tolerance figure. If a large number (typically
over 100 solutions from 100,000 runs) was found, we noted the one that involved the least overall
movement of electors from the existing situation and moved on to the next area.

Where solutions are not possible for an area, a Commission will need to consider alternative
groupings of local authorities in order to satisfy the statutory criteria. In the most recent review,
for example, the English Commission’s revised recommendations for London grouped its 32
boroughs and 68 proposed constituencies into just two sub-regions. Similarly, where we were
unable to identify feasible solutions for an area at a specified tolerance we also combined areas into
larger sub-regions.24 The results from these simulations allow us to investigate, for any degree of
tolerance, both the degree to which the Commissions are able to produce constituencies which nest
within the local government framework of the UK and the amount of change involved for the
constituencies so created.

3.M aintaining650 M P s

A third possible strategy would involve reversing the 2011 Act’s reduction in the number of MPs
from 650 to 600. Change to any aspect of a set of rules is likely to be disruptive and whereas the
new +/-5% rule was introduced with the aim of achieving a ‘fairer’ electoral system, the new House
size was introduced for other, unrelated reasons. If experience of the former is more unsettling
than expected, then might it not be possible to dispense with the latter and thereby maintain a
greater degree of continuity?

The choice of House size raises very different questions than do either the choice of tolerance level
or policy on ward-splitting, but in terms of its effect on complexity and continuity it can be treated
as just another variable. Accordingly our analyses were run both for a 600-seat House of Commons
and for a 650-seat House. If a return to present levels of representation would help in terms of
continuity and/or complexity, this would allow us to demonstrate it.

So our final set of simulations is now specified. We take 75 areas, two policies on ward-splitting,
two alternative House sizes and eight possible degrees of tolerance and try out all combinations.
Where feasible solutions are not identified, we combine areas in the same way in which a

24 W edidthisonanad-hocbasisdependingonthepercentagetolerance.W itha+/-5% toleranceand
600 seatsourEnglishsub-regionsw eresim ilar,thoughnotidentical,tothoseusedby theEnglish
Com m ission
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Commission must do until we find a workable solution. We note both the degree of change and
the concordance or otherwise with our area boundaries.

We are now in a position to consider the outcomes, first dealing with the results for a 600-seat
House, then turning to their counterparts with 650 MPs.
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7 .The S olu tions:600 C onstitu encies

This chapter presents the results of our analyses of the feasibility of identifying sets of
constituencies within each of the 75 areas – without and with ward-splitting – with a House of
Commons containing 600 MPs, as in the 2011 legislation. The first section identifies whether
feasible sets of constituencies can be identified for each of the 75 areas at each tolerance level; the
second explores the degree of change from the current constituency map associated with the set of
constituencies involving least change overall at each tolerance level.

A tvaryingtolerances,withou tward-splitting

Table 9, below, shows whether it is possible to find feasible solutions for each of the 75 areas, with
tolerances from +/-5% to +/-12% and without ward-splitting. The Table is arranged by country
and region; also shown is each area’s theoretical entitlement and its integer equivalent using the
Sainte Laguë formula. For each area/tolerance, there are four possible outcomes:

Purple – there are no solutions because of the theoretical entitlement;

Red – no solutions have been identified with that tolerance;

Amber – only a small number of solutions has been identified with that tolerance; and

Green – a large number of solutions has been identified with that tolerance.

The results for Table 9 are summarised in Table 10.

T able9

T henum berofsetsofconstituenciesthatcanbecreatedineachofthe75 areasina

HouseofCom m onsw ith600 m em bers,atdifferenttolerances,w ithoutw ard-splitting

TE – theoreticalentitlem entofconstituencies
SL – allocationofconstituenciesusingtheS ainteL aguë rule

12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 TE SL
Region/

Area Country

3.16 3 Northumberland NE

4.55 5 Newcastle, N Tyneside

6.26 6 Gateshead, S Tyneside, Sunderland

6.31 6 Durham

5.45 6 Cleveland

5.09 5 Cumbria NW

14.51 14 Lancashire

5.69 6 Bolton, Wigan

3.92 4 Bury, Rochdale

7.13 7 Oldham, Stockport, Tameside

8.81 9 Manchester, Salford, Trafford

10.06 10 Liverpool, Knowsley, Sefton, St Helens

3.12 3 Wirral

10.20 10 Cheshire

7.94 8 North Yorkshire YH

6.20 6 Bradford, Calderdale

7.26 7 Kirklees, Wakefield

7.12 7 Leeds

7.34 8 Barnsley, Sheffield

5.37 5 Rotherham, Doncaster

8.99 9 Humberside
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10.12 10 Derbyshire EM

10.30 10 Nottinghamshire

6.98 7 Lincolnshire

9.85 10 Leicestershire

6.61 7 Northamptonshire

4.57 5 Shropshire WM

10.97 11 Staffordshire

4.74 5 Walsall, Wolverhampton

6.03 6 Dudley, Sandwell

5.03 5 Coventry, Solihull

9.55 9 Birmingham

5.32 5 Warwickshire

7.49 8 Hereford & Worcester

7.34 7 Cambridgeshire EA

8.50 8 Norfolk

7.08 7 Suffolk

16.71 17 Essex

10.59 11 Hertfordshire

5.64 6 Bedfordshire

8.44 8 Barking & Dagenham, Havering, Redbridge,
Waltham Forest

LN

8.06 8 Hackney, Islington, Newham, Tower Hamlets

7.42 7 Barnet, Enfield, Haringey

8.44 8 Brent, Camden. Hammersmith & Fulham,
Kensington & Chelsea, Cities of London &
Westminster

9.50 9 Ealing, Harrow, Hillingdon, Hounslow

9.74 10 Kingston, Richmond, Sutton, Merton, Croydon

7.57 8 Wandsworth, Lambeth, Southwark

9.55 10 Bromley, Lewisham, Bexley, Greenwich

7.06 7 Buckinghamshire SE

6.20 6 Oxfordshire

7.94 8 Berkshire

17.13 17 Hampshire

10.79 11 Surrey

7.86 8 W Sussex

7.69 8 E Sussex

16.12 16 Kent

6.03 6 Gloucestershire SW

6.57 7 Wiltshire

10.42 10 Avon

7.51 8 Dorset

5.36 5 Somerset

11.39 11 Devon

5.47 6 Cornwall

6.73 7 Clwyd, Gwynedd WA

5.05 5 Dyfed, Powys

9.71 10 Mid Glamorgan, W Glamorgan

8.28 8 Gwent, S Glamorgan

8.38 8 Argyll & Bute, Highland, Moray, Aberdeenshire SC

8.99 9 Clackmannan, Fife, Stirling, Perth & Kinross, Angus

9.86 10 Dunbartonshire, Falkirk, Lanarkshire

10.26 10 Borders, Dumfries & Galloway, Edinburgh, E
Lothian, Midlothian, W Lothian

7.19 7 Ayrshire, Renfrewshire

5.85 6 Glasgow

7.12 7 Antrim, Derry, Fermanagh, Tyrone NI

8.41 9 Armagh, Belfast, Down

596
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The summary shows that, as the tolerance is successively relaxed from +/-5%, so the number of
green outcomes increases rapidly. With a +/-5% tolerance, only 31 of the 75 areas is designated
green; with a +/-8% tolerance that increases to 62 of the areas; and above +/-10% nearly every area
is designated green. The obverse of that situation is illustrated by considering the areas designated
either purple or red, where there are no viable solutions. Then, the numbers fall from 41 at +/-5%
tolerance, through 11 at +/-8% tolerance to just 3 at +/-10%. The red designations indicate the areas
where creating feasible constituencies is impossible not because of the theoretical entitlement
(which is feasible, otherwise there would be a purple designation), but because of problems with
the wards as building blocks (as illustrated above by the Haringey case).

One very clear pattern in Table 9 is the difference within England between the major urban centres
and the Shire Counties – pointed up earlier in our discussion of ward sizes. Most of the latter have
a green designation even with a tolerance as low as +/-5%. Where this is not the case, it is usually
for one or both of two reasons: either the fractional part of the theoretical entitlement is close to
one-half (e.g. Norfolk, Dorset and Somerset have theoretical entitlements of 8.5, 7.5 and 5.4
respectively), and/or the area in question is now a unitary authority with relatively large wards (e.g.
Shropshire [plus Telford] and Wiltshire [plus Swindon]).

Within England, therefore, the main problems of producing sets of constituencies using wards as
the building blocks within tight constraints around the quota are concentrated in the metropolitan
counties plus London. Even there, however, a tolerance of +/-10% is sufficient to produce a green
designation for each of the eight groups of London boroughs; and only two metropolitan groupings
(Birmingham and Barnsley/Sheffield) have no viable solution.25

Outside England, all but one of our twelve areas has a green designation with a tolerance of +/-8%.
The exception is Glasgow, where tolerance has to be increased to +/-12% before the first solutions
are identified.

In each of Northern Ireland, Scotland and Wales, of course, the groupings used here refer to local
authorities most of which have been abolished and replaced by a matrix of much smaller authorities
which the Boundary Commissions wish to avoid splitting between constituencies if possible. The
small size of those authorities precludes widespread integration of the two maps, however, but as
in most cases the new local authorities are nested within the boundaries of the former authorities,

25 IntheBoundary Com m ission’s2011 provisionaland2012 revisedrecom m endations,Barnsley and
S heffieldw erecom binedw ithR otherham ;Doncasterw astreatedseparately becauseitsthreeexisting
constituenciesallm etthe+/-5% tolerance.

T able10

A sum m ary ofthedistributionofthe75 areasinT able9
(600 M P s;now ard-splitting)

Designation
T olerance(% ) Green Am ber R ed P urple

5 31 3 16 25
6 38 5 17 15
7 45 13 10 7

8 62 2 6 5
9 65 4 4 2

10 71 1 3 0
11 72 0 3 0
12 73 1 1 0
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using the now obsolete authorities here as the matrix for allocating constituencies is a reasonable
starting point.

The results of this section of the analysis suggest very clearly, therefore, that:

With a House of Commons comprising 600 MPs, it is possible in most of the United

Kingdom to identify a substantial number of possible constituency configurations

without substantial crossing of major local authority boundaries with a tolerance of

+/-8% around the UK quota. With a tolerance of +/-10%, such an outcome is feasible

throughout almost all of the UK.

A tvaryingtolerances,withward-splitting

Table 11, below, replicates Table 9 except that ward-splitting is explored in all cases where a red
or amber designation occurred there. (Ward-splitting has no role to play in areas with a purple
designation, as in these cases it is the size of the local authority(ies) rather than the size of the wards
which means that no solutions can be found.)

In four cases, even with ward-splitting, a viable set of constituencies could not be identified because
the entitlement is very close to the feasible limit. In a further 21 cases, there is an amber designation,
for the same reason – polling districts are not so small on average that deploying them rather than
wards enables more than a very small number of sets of constituencies to be identified. In the vast
majority of areas, however, the dominant colour is green if the theoretical entitlement is viable.

These results for Table 11 are shown in the summary in Table 12.

T able11

T henum berofsetsofconstituenciesthatcanbecreatedineachofthe75 areasina

HouseofCom m onsw ith600 m em bers,atdifferenttolerancesandw ithw ard-splitting

TE – theoreticalentitlem entofconstituencies
SL – allocationofconstituenciesusingtheS ainteL aguë rule

12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 TE SL
Region/

Area Country

3.16 3 Northumberland NE

4.55 5 Newcastle, N Tyneside

6.26 6 Gateshead, S Tyneside, Sunderland

6.31 6 Durham

5.45 6 Cleveland

5.09 5 Cumbria NW

14.51 14 Lancashire

5.69 6 Bolton, Wigan

3.92 4 Bury, Rochdale

7.13 7 Oldham, Stockport, Tameside

8.81 9 Manchester, Salford, Trafford

10.06 10 Liverpool, Knowsley, Sefton, St Helens

3.12 3 Wirral

10.20 10 Cheshire

7.94 8 North Yorkshire YH

6.20 6 Bradford, Calderdale

7.26 7 Kirklees, Wakefield

7.12 7 Leeds

7.34 8 Barnsley, Sheffield

5.37 5 Rotherham, Doncaster

8.99 9 Humberside
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10.12 10 Derbyshire EM
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9.85 10 Leicestershire

6.61 7 Northamptonshire
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10.97 11 Staffordshire

4.74 5 Walsall, Wolverhampton

6.03 6 Dudley, Sandwell

5.03 5 Coventry, Solihull

9.55 9 Birmingham

5.32 5 Warwickshire

7.49 8 Hereford & Worcester

7.34 7 Cambridgeshire EA

8.50 8 Norfolk

7.08 7 Suffolk

16.71 17 Essex

10.59 11 Hertfordshire

5.64 6 Bedfordshire

8.44 8 Barking & Dagenham, Havering, Redbridge,
Waltham Forest

LN

8.06 8 Hackney, Islington, Newham, Tower Hamlets

7.42 7 Barnet, Enfield, Haringey

8.44 8 Brent, Camden. Hammersmith & Fulham, Kensington
& Chelsea, Cities of London & Westminster

9.50 9 Ealing, Harrow, Hillingdon, Hounslow

9.74 10 Kingston, Richmond, Sutton, Merton, Croydon

7.57 8 Wandsworth, Lambeth, Southwark

9.55 10 Bromley, Lewisham, Bexley, Greenwich

7.06 7 Buckinghamshire SE

6.20 6 Oxfordshire

7.94 8 Berkshire

17.13 17 Hampshire

10.79 11 Surrey

7.86 8 W Sussex

7.69 8 E Sussex

16.12 16 Kent

6.03 6 Gloucestershire SW

6.57 7 Wiltshire

10.42 10 Avon

7.51 8 Dorset

5.36 5 Somerset

11.39 11 Devon

5.47 6 Cornwall

6.73 7 Clwyd, Gwynedd WA

5.05 5 Dyfed, Powys

9.71 10 Mid Glamorgan, W Glamorgan

8.28 8 Gwent, S Glamorgan

8.38 8 Argyll & Bute, Highland, Moray, Aberdeenshire SC

8.99 9 Clackmannan, Fife, Stirling, Perth & Kinross, Angus

9.86 10 Dunbartonshire, Falkirk, Lanarkshire

10.26 10 Borders, Dumfries & Galloway, Edinburgh, E
Lothian, Midlothian, W Lothian

7.19 7 Ayrshire, Renfrewshire

5.85 6 Glasgow

7.12 7 Antrim, Derry, Fermanagh, Tyrone NI

8.41 9 Armagh, Belfast, Down

596
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Insofar as ward-splitting is an acceptable alternative to relaxing the permitted tolerance, however,
a comparison of Tables 10 and 12 shows that the role of former is more circumscribed than the
latter. So whereas it was not possible to produce viable solutions in 27 of our 75 areas under the
current Rules, even with ward-splitting, relaxing the tolerance to +/-8% meant viable solutions
were identified in all but 11 areas. This reflects our earlier observation that ward-splitting has no
role to play in areas whose theoretical entitlements are the block to constituency building (as is the
case in 25 areas with 600 MPs).

These findings lead to the second conclusion:

Where it is not possible to build sets of constituencies in an area at a given tolerance

level using wards as the building blocks, a policy of ward-splitting can significantly

reduce the number of electors moved between constituencies, though it is less

effective than relaxing the tolerance when it comes to matching parliamentary and

local government boundaries.

C ontinu ityof constitu encies

Turning to the issue of continuity, for each of the 75 areas at each tolerance level we focused on
that set of viable constituencies out of all those identified which had the least change from the
existing set overall. For that set, we calculated the Index of Change discussed above (p 13) for each
individual constituency and classified its member constituencies according to the four-fold
categorisation employed in Table 4.

Table 13 shows the percentage of all of constituencies identified in each of the four Index of Change
categories, by the allowed tolerance. As the tolerance is relaxed from +/-5 to +/-12% there is an
increase in the percentage of constituencies with either no change or experiencing only minor
change. With any constraint of +/-6% or greater, at least twenty per cent of the identified
constituencies are unchanged from those now in place; that percentage exceeds 30 with a +/-10%
allowed variation. At the other extreme, as the tolerance is increased, the number of constituencies
that represent a major change from their predecessors declines. That decline is quite rapid at first,
but is only small once the tolerance reaches +/-9%; thereafter any further relaxation in the tolerance
by one percentage point brings only a minimal decrease in the percentage of constituencies
experiencing major change.

T able12

A sum m ary ofthedistributionofthe75 areasinT able11

(600 M P s;w ard-splitting)

Designation

T olerance(% ) Green Am ber R ed P urple

5 44 4 2 25
6 51 1 8 15

7 61 7 0 7
8 70 0 0 5
9 70 2 1 2

10 75 0 0 0
11 75 0 0 0

12 75 0 0 0
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Although a relaxation of the tolerance means that more of the existing constituencies need be
unchanged and fewer experience major change, there is little variation in the percentages
experiencing either minor or moderate change. If change is required, much of it will necessarily be
major. Nevertheless, minor change is unlikely to be particularly uncomfortable for MPs and their
party organisations, and with a tolerance of +/-10% some 44 per cent of all constituencies need be
either unchanged or changed only slightly.

These figures therefore indicate that with a House of Commons comprising 600 MPs (and 596
constituencies to be created), a substantial number of the new constituencies are bound to be very
different from those in the current 650-member House produced with different electoral quotas for
the four countries. Even with a tolerance as wide as +/-10%, nearly 40 per cent of constituencies
will fall in the ‘major change’ category. This is a substantial improvement on the 54 per cent in
that category with a +/-5% tolerance – as is the increase in the percentage in the ‘no change’
category, from 18 per cent with a +/-5% tolerance to 32 per cent with a +/-10% tolerance – but
major change remains a substantial element of any new constituency map.

This amount of change is not unexpected. Only 221 of the current 650 constituencies fall within a
+/-5% tolerance around the quota of 76,641 used for the aborted Sixth Review; so, in any set of
596 recommended by the Boundary Commissions, 375 (63 per cent of the total) were bound to
experience some change. As the Commissions and others made clear during that review, it was
extremely unlikely that anything like 37 per cent of the existing constituencies would be unchanged
in any set of recommendations. This is because, while any particular constituency might be within
the +/-5% tolerance range, one or more of its neighbours may well not be; so many of those within
the tolerance range may thus have to be changed in order to create a new set all of which are within
range. The extent of that ‘knock-on effect’ was shown by the Commissions’ revised
recommendations (Table 4), in which only 18 per cent of the existing constituencies were
unchanged – a figure exactly mirrored by our simulations. With a wider tolerance, around a third
of constituencies may be unchanged – but another third would experience major change.

Our conclusion, therefore, is that:

Substantial change to the constituency map is a necessary consequence of the

imposition of a uniform electoral quota with a fixed tolerance around it. Relaxing

that tolerance reduces the amount of necessary change somewhat, but continuity of

representation (where there is either no or only minimal change) cannot be produced

for much of the country: major change in many areas is inevitable.

T able13

T hepercentageofallidentifiedfeasibleconstituenciesina600-m em ber
HouseofCom m onsaccordingtotheirdegreeofchange,by theallow ed
tolerance,w ithoutw ard-splitting

T olerance(% ) N one M inor M oderate M ajor T otal

5 18 11 17 54 100

6 21 12 18 49 100
7 25 12 18 45 100
8 28 12 19 41 100
9 30 12 19 39 100

10 32 12 18 38 100

11 33 12 18 37 100
12 34 12 18 36 100
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The effectof ward-splitting

Would ward-splitting – elsewhere than in Scotland and Wales where it was used in 2011-2012 –
significantly improve the continuity of representation between redistributions? Table 14 replicates
Table 13, except that ward-splitting occurs to facilitate the creation of viable sets of constituencies
where otherwise none could be created – as in the Haringey case discussed above.

The major difference between those two tables is the increase in the percentage of constituencies
where there is no change and a compensating reduction in the percentage with major change. But
this only occurs with the smaller tolerances. If it is +/-5%, for example, there is an eight points
increase in the ‘None’ column and a corresponding decline in the ‘Major’ column. As the tolerance
limit is relaxed, however, the extent of the change diminishes. With a +/-8% tolerance, it is only
three points, for example; with +/-10% it is two points; and with a +/-12% tolerance, it is down to
one.

Ward-splitting would be particularly beneficial in enhancing continuity of representation if the
tolerance level is tight. In such circumstances, as well as in Scotland, it would be used almost
entirely in London and the metropolitan counties, and of value in only a small number of shire
counties (at particular tolerance levels only and not generally, as would occur in the major urban
areas).

Our conclusion is therefore that:

With ward-splitting, it is possible to have substantially more unchanged constituencies

– and, as a corollary, substantially fewer undergoing major change – especially with

the tighter tolerances. As the tolerance is relaxed, ward-splitting is needed in fewer

areas, and the benefits are less.

T able14

T hepercentageofallidentifiedfeasibleconstituenciesina600-m em ber

HouseofCom m onsaccordingtotheirdegreeofchange,by theallow ed
tolerance,w ithw ard-splitting

T olerance(% ) N one M inor M oderate M ajor T otal

5 26 11 17 46 100
6 28 12 18 42 100
7 31 12 19 38 100

8 31 12 19 38 100
9 32 12 19 37 100

10 34 11 19 36 100
11 35 12 18 35 100
12 36 12 18 34 100
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8 .The S olu tions:650 C onstitu encies

The analyses reported here replicate, for a 650-Member House of Commons, those presented above
for a 600-Member House.

Although it is the case that, with no reduction in the number of MPs, the amount of change from
the current situation should be less than with the decrease specified in the 2011 Act, there will
nevertheless be substantial change in some areas. The main reason for this is the shift from a
separate electoral quota for each of the four countries to a single quota for the entire UK. Using the
2010 electoral data, and excluding the four ‘protected constituencies’, this quota would be 70,709.
With this quota, the allocation of seats, compared to the current situation, would be as in Table 15.

Because of their over-representation in the current Parliament, Wales and Scotland would both see
a substantial reduction in their number of MPs – though not as large as with the reduction to 600
overall – while England would have an absolute as well as a relative increase.

The entire map of constituencies in each country – including each English region – would have to
be redrawn, relative to the current configuration.

But would it be as disruptive as in the aborted 2011-2013 reviews? Would there be as much
boundary-crossing and as little continuity? And to what extent could that be reduced by relaxing
the size constraint?

To answer this question, we have undertaken the same experiments as for a 600-member House of
Commons – looking at the situation both without and with ward-splitting.

W ithou tward-splitting

Table 16 (overleaf) shows the designation for each of the 75 areas, alongside their theoretical
entitlements and integer equivalents. The results are summarised below it, in Table 17.

Comparison of the summarised results in Tables 10 and 17 shows little overall difference between
the two at tolerances of +/-8% and greater, but there is a noticeably better fit in a 650-member
House with lower tolerances. At a +/-5% tolerance, this is largely the result of the lower number of
purple designations, something which owes little or nothing to the effect of a larger House size and
most to geographic chance.

T able15

T heallocationofM P sacrosstheU nitedKingdom
(excludingthefour‘protectedconstituencies’)

Current S ingleQ uota
M P s 646 596 646

England 531 500 545
N orthernIreland 18 16 17
S cotland 57 50 51
W ales 40 30 33
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T able16

T henum berofsetsofconstituenciesthatcanbecreatedineachofthe75 areasina
HouseofCom m onsw ith650 m em bers,atdifferenttolerances

TE – theoreticalentitlem entofconstituencies

SL – allocationofconstituenciesusingtheS ainteL aguë rule

12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 TE SL
Region/

Area Country

3.42 3 Northumberland NE

4.93 5 Newcastle, N Tyneside

6.78 7 Gateshead, S Tyneside, Sunderland

6.84 7 Durham

5.91 6 Cleveland

5.52 5 Cumbria NW

15.72 16 Lancashire

6.16 6 Bolton, Wigan

4.25 4 Bury, Rochdale

7.73 8 Oldham, Stockport, Tameside

9.55 10 Manchester, Salford, Trafford

10.91 11 Liverpool, Knowsley, Sefton, St Helens

3.39 3 Wirral

11.06 11 Cheshire

8.61 8 North Yorkshire YH

6.72 7 Bradford, Calderdale

7.87 8 Kirklees, Wakefield

7.71 7 Leeds

7.96 8 Barnsley, Sheffield

5.83 6 Rotherham, Doncaster

9.74 10 Humberside

10.97 11 Derbyshire EM

11.16 11 Nottinghamshire

7.57 8 Lincolnshire

10.68 11 Leicestershire

7.16 7 Northamptonshire

4.95 5 Shropshire WM

11.90 12 Staffordshire

5.14 5 Walsall, Wolverhampton

6.53 7 Dudley, Sandwell

5.45 5 Coventry, Solihull

10.35 10 Birmingham

5.77 6 Warwickshire

8.12 8 Hereford & Worcester

7.96 8 Cambridgeshire EA

9.21 9 Norfolk

7.67 8 Suffolk

18.11 18 Essex

11.48 12 Hertfordshire

6.11 6 Bedfordshire
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9.15 9 Barking & Dagenham, Havering, Redbridge,
Waltham Forest

LN

8.73 9 Hackney, Islington, Newham, Tower Hamlets

8.04 8 Barnet, Enfield, Haringey

9.15 9 Brent, Camden. Hammersmith & Fulham,
Kensington & Chelsea, Cities of London &
Westminster

10.30 10 Ealing, Harrow, Hillingdon, Hounslow

10.56 11 Kingston, Richmond, Sutton, Merton, Croydon

8.21 8 Wandsworth, Lambeth, Southwark

10.35 10 Bromley, Lewisham, Bexley, Greenwich

7.65 8 Buckinghamshire SE

6.72 7 Oxfordshire

8.61 9 Berkshire

18.57 19 Hampshire

11.70 12 Surrey

8.52 8 W Sussex

8.33 8 E Sussex

17.47 17 Kent

6.54 7 Gloucestershire SW

7.12 7 Wiltshire

11.29 11 Avon

8.14 8 Dorset

5.81 6 Somerset

12.35 12 Devon

5.92 6 Cornwall

7.29 7 Clwyd, Gwynedd WA

5.48 5 Dyfed, Powys

10.52 11 Mid Glamorgan, W Glamorgan

8.97 9 Gwent, S Glamorgan

9.09 9 Argyll & Bute, Highland, Moray, Aberdeenshire SC

9.75 10 Clackmannan, Fife, Stirling, Perth & Kinross, Angus

10.68 11 Dunbartonshire, Falkirk, Lanarkshire

11.12 11 Borders, Dumfries & Galloway, Edinburgh, E
Lothian, Midlothian, W Lothian

7.80 8 Ayrshire, Renfrewshire

6.34 6 Glasgow

7.72 8 Antrim, Derry, Fermanagh, Tyrone NI

9.12 9 Armagh, Belfast, Down

646

T able17

A sum m ary ofthedistributionofthe75 areasinT able16
(650 M P s;now ard-splitting)

Designation
T olerance(% ) Green Am ber R ed P urple

5 34 7 21 13

6 41 11 12 11
7 54 7 7 7
8 62 3 4 6
9 65 2 2 6

10 67 1 3 4
11 69 0 4 2
12 70 0 3 2
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In general, the most significant problems, even where the theoretical entitlement is viable – i.e.
those areas with the largest number of red and amber designations – arise in the same parts of the
UK: basically the urban north of England plus much of Scotland.

Once again, most of the Shire Counties are unproblematic – certainly so with tolerances greater
than +/-6%.

But there is one big change – in London. With a 600-MP House, all but two of the groups of
Boroughs needed a tolerance of at least +/-8% for a substantial number of constituency
configurations to be identified; with a 650-MP House, for all but two of the eight groups a +/-7%
tolerance is sufficient. This should not be interpreted as showing that, with a larger House of
Commons, the problems in London will necessarily disappear; with 650 MPs, there just happen to
be fewer problems fitting constituencies into the matrix of Borough and ward boundaries than there
are with 600.

Our conclusion from this analysis is thus no different from that for the 600-member House: the
only major change is in which parts of the UK the problems arise because of their theoretical
entitlements and large wards:

With a House of Commons comprising 650 MPs it is possible in most of the United

Kingdom to identify a substantial number of possible constituency configurations

without substantial crossing of major local authority boundaries with a tolerance of

+/-8% around the UK quota. With a tolerance of +/-10%, such an outcome is feasible

throughout almost all of the UK.

W ithward-splitting

Table 18 (overleaf) shows the outcomes if ward-splitting is undertaken for a 650-MP House. Again
the results are summarised below it, in the next table, Table 19.

As with the previous analysis for 600 MPs, its main feature is the virtual absence of red designations
(just two, compared with 56 without ward-splitting: Tables 10 and 12) and the much smaller
number of amber designations – 15 with ward-splitting, 31 without. There is one noticeable
difference, however, in the far larger number of green designations even with a tolerance of +/-5%.
This is a corollary of the smaller number of purple designations with 650 seats previously
discussed; if the theoretical entitlement is viable, then ward-splitting can play an important part in
allowing the Commissions to devise suitable configurations. But, as already pointed out, the lower
incidence of purple designations with 650 seats is primarily a matter of chance and will not
necessarily be replicated in future reviews.
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T able18

T henum berofsetsofconstituenciesthatcanbecreatedineachofthe75 areasina
HouseofCom m onsw ith650 m em bers,atdifferenttolerancesandw ithw ard-splitting

TE – theoreticalentitlem entofconstituencies

SL – allocationofconstituenciesusingtheS ainteL aguë rule

12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 TE SL

Region/
Area Nation

3.42 3 Northumberland NE

4.93 5 Newcastle, N Tyneside

6.78 7 Gateshead, S Tyneside, Sunderland

6.84 7 Durham

5.91 6 Cleveland

5.52 5 Cumbria NW

15.72 16 Lancashire

6.16 6 Bolton, Wigan

4.25 4 Bury, Rochdale

7.73 8 Oldham, Stockport, Tameside

9.55 10 Manchester, Salford, Trafford

10.91 11 Liverpool, Knowsley, Sefton, St Helens

3.39 3 Wirral

11.06 11 Cheshire

8.61 8 North Yorkshire YH

6.72 7 Bradford, Calderdale

7.87 8 Kirklees, Wakefield

7.71 7 Leeds

7.96 8 Barnsley, Sheffield

5.83 6 Rotherham, Doncaster

9.74 10 Humberside

10.97 11 Derbyshire EM

11.16 11 Nottinghamshire

7.57 8 Lincolnshire

10.68 11 Leicestershire

7.16 7 Northamptonshire

4.95 5 Shropshire WM

11.90 12 Staffordshire

5.14 5 Walsall, Wolverhampton

6.53 7 Dudley, Sandwell

5.45 5 Coventry, Solihull

10.35 10 Birmingham

5.77 6 Warwickshire

8.12 8 Hereford & Worcester

7.96 8 Cambridgeshire EA

9.21 9 Norfolk

7.67 8 Suffolk

18.11 18 Essex

11.48 12 Hertfordshire

6.11 6 Bedfordshire
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9.15 9 Barking & Dagenham, Havering, Redbridge,
Waltham Forest

LN

8.73 9 Hackney, Islington, Newham, Tower Hamlets

8.04 8 Barnet, Enfield, Haringey

9.15 9 Brent, Camden. Hammersmith & Fulham, Kensington
& Chelsea, Cities of London & Westminster

10.30 10 Ealing, Harrow, Hillingdon, Hounslow

10.56 11 Kingston, Richmond, Sutton, Merton, Croydon

8.21 8 Wandsworth, Lambeth, Southwark

10.35 10 Bromley, Lewisham, Bexley, Greenwich

7.65 8 Buckinghamshire SE

6.72 7 Oxfordshire

8.61 9 Berkshire

18.57 19 Hampshire

11.70 12 Surrey

8.52 8 W Sussex

8.33 8 E Sussex

17.47 17 Kent

6.54 7 Gloucestershire SW

7.12 7 Wiltshire

11.29 11 Avon

8.14 8 Dorset

5.81 6 Somerset

12.35 12 Devon

5.92 6 Cornwall

7.29 7 Clwyd, Gwynedd WA

5.48 5 Dyfed, Powys

10.52 11 Mid Glamorgan, W Glamorgan

8.97 9 Gwent, S Glamorgan

9.09 9 Argyll & Bute, Highland, Moray, Aberdeenshire SC

9.75 10 Clackmannan, Fife, Stirling, Perth & Kinross, Angus

10.68 11 Dunbartonshire, Falkirk, Lanarkshire

11.12 11 Borders, Dumfries & Galloway, Edinburgh, E Lothian,
Midlothian, W Lothian

7.80 8 Ayrshire, Renfrewshire

6.34 6 Glasgow

7.72 8 Antrim, Derry, Fermanagh, Tyrone NI

9.12 9 Armagh, Belfast, Down

646

T able19

A sum m ary ofthedistributionofthe75 areasinT able18
(650 M P s;w ard-splitting)

Designation
T olerance(% ) Green Am ber R ed P urple

5 54 8 0 13
6 62 1 1 11
7 64 3 1 7

8 68 1 0 6
9 69 0 0 6

10 69 2 0 4
11 73 0 0 2
12 73 0 0 2
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Our conclusion from this analysis is therefore similar (rather than identical) to that with a 600-
member House:

With ward-splitting, it is possible to have substantially more unchanged constituencies

– and, as a corollary, substantially fewer undergoing major change – especially with

the tighter tolerances. The advantages are particularly pronounced at lower tolerances

with 650 seats but, as the tolerance is relaxed, ward-splitting is needed in fewer areas

and the benefits are less.

C ontinu ityof constitu encies

The data in Table 20, showing the percentage of viable constituencies according to their degree of
change at different tolerances, is virtually identical to that in Table 13 for a 600-member House:
none of the figures in the individual cells differs by more than two percentage points between the
two tables. As in the previous analysis, therefore, as the tolerance is relaxed so the percentage of
constituencies that need be unchanged increases and that experiencing major change falls, but
major change remains the modal type.

The lack of difference between the two tables may at first seem surprising: the current House of
Commons has 650 MPs so why should the map of constituencies for a new 650-member House
have to differ so much from its predecessor? A major reason for this is given by Table 15: because
of the change from a separate quota for each of the four countries to a single UK quota, there is a
significant redistribution of constituencies: Northern Ireland, Scotland and Wales would together
lose 14 seats and England gain that number. Removing seven seats from Wales would almost
certainly involve redrawing virtually the whole of the country’s constituency map, even if some of
the existing constituencies were within the tolerance range, for example. And adding between one
and four seats to an English region would have the same impact there.

An additional reason for the amount of change shown in Table 20 is that the number of
constituencies currently within the +/-5% tolerance range is little larger with a 650-member House
than it is for one with 600 MPs (254 as against 221). Most constituencies would have to be changed,
and many that prima facie may appear not to require changing would have to be altered because of
the situation in neighbouring constituencies.

T able20

T hepercentageofallidentifiedfeasibleconstituenciesina650-m em ber
HouseofCom m onsaccordingtotheirdegreeofchange,by theallow ed

tolerance,w ithoutw ard-splitting

T olerance(% ) N one M inor M oderate M ajor T otal

5 17 12 18 53 100
6 20 12 18 50 100
7 23 12 18 47 100
8 26 11 18 45 100

9 29 11 17 43 100
10 31 11 17 41 100
11 33 11 17 39 100
12 34 12 17 37 100
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Whatever the size of the House of Commons, the imposition of a uniform, UK-wide electoral quota
will require extensive change to the constituency map, and that change will only partly be
ameliorated by relaxing the tolerance.

Our conclusion for a 650-member House, therefore, is the same as for one with 600 members:

Whatever the tolerance, major change to the map of constituencies will be necessary

in many parts of the United Kingdom – for a 650-member House of Commons, just as

for a 600-member House.

To look at ward-splitting again:- as with a 600-member House, if ward-splitting is undertaken, then
there will be a substantial increase in the percentage of constituencies in the ‘None’ column ‒ 
compare Tables 20 and 21 ‒ and consequential reductions in the percentage of constituencies in 
the ‘Major’ change column, especially in those situations with low tolerances. Indeed, the
differences are slightly larger for a 650-member House than for one with 600 members ‒ shown in 
Tables 13 and 14. This is because – as shown by a comparison of Tables 11 and 18 – more of the
75 local government areas have green designations for a 650-member than a 600-member House.

As with the latter, therefore, our conclusion is that:

With ward-splitting, it is possible to have substantially more unchanged constituencies

– and, as a corollary, substantially fewer undergoing major change – especially with

the tighter tolerances. As the tolerance is relaxed, ward-splitting is needed in fewer

areas and the benefits are less.

This conclusion does not apply only to a House of Commons with 650 MPs. It applies just as well
to one with 610, or 630, or 657. We undertook a number of simulations with differing House sizes
between 600 and 650, and found no general relationship between the number of MPs and the
number of ‘purple allocations’ – i.e. areas among the 75 for which the theoretical entitlement cannot
be rounded up or down to produce a feasible allocation of constituencies. With a +/-5% tolerance
and no ward-splitting, for example:

- with 600 MPs, there are 25 purple allocations;
- with 610 MPs, there are 19;
- with 620 MPs there are 23;
- with 630, there are 21;
- with 640, there are 16; and

T able21

T hepercentageofallidentifiedfeasibleconstituenciesina650-m em ber

HouseofCom m onsaccordingtotheirdegreeofchange,by theallow ed
tolerance,w ithw ard-splitting.

T olerance(% ) N one M inor M oderate M ajor T otal

5 27 12 18 43 100
6 30 12 18 40 100

7 31 12 18 39 100
8 32 11 18 39 100
9 33 11 17 39 100

10 34 11 17 38 100

11 35 11 17 37 100
12 36 11 17 36 100
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- with 650, there are 13.

With greater tolerance, the number of ‘impossible’ situations drops off dramatically, as can be seen
in Table 22:

However, whatever the number of MPs, some of the 75 areas are likely to have purple allocations
– more so with the tighter than the more relaxed tolerances.

The 650-M emberH ou se in S u mmary

These findings therefore do not indicate that reverting to a House of Commons with 650 rather than
600 MPs would significantly remove the problems of boundary-crossing and continuity identified
with the first implementation of the 2011 Rules for Redistribution by the Boundary Commissions
requiring a uniform electoral quota for the entire UK.

With a limited tolerance – especially if that is substantially below +/-10% – there will undoubtedly
be a number of areas whose theoretical entitlement is outwith the allowed range. In England, most
of these are likely to be in the Metropolitan Counties and in London, where entitlements are small,
boundary-crossing more likely to be necessary, and large wards exacerbate the difficulties.
Elsewhere, whether or not problems present themselves will depend on the particular quota (itself
reflecting the size of the House); with 600 MPs, Cumbria and North Yorkshire are unproblematic;
with 650, neither has a viable solution even with a +/-8% tolerance. Similarly, whether there are to
be 600 or 650 MPs does not significantly alter the amount of change to the constituency map; the
new Rules in effect require it, and relaxing the tolerance will only ameliorate it somewhat.

T able22

T henum berof‘purpleallocations’,ieareasam ongthe75 forw hichthe

theoreticalentitlem enttoconstituenciescannotberoundedupordow n
toproduceafeasibleallocation.

N um berofM P s
T olerance(% ) 600 610 620 630 640 650

+/-5% 25 19 23 21 16 13
+/-8% 5 8 7 6 5 0

+/-10% 0 0 0 1 2 4
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9.Q u inqu ennialReviews:2016 and Thereafter

When the Sixth Periodic Review of constituencies, the first conducted under the new Rules for
Redistribution, enacted in 2011, was aborted in January 2013, the Boundary Commissions were
close to completing their task. Revised proposals had been published for the whole of the UK,
written representations about them had been received, and for many parts of the country final
decisions about the constituencies to be recommended to Parliament had been made (but remain
unpublished). It might be thought that these decisions and near-decisions could form the basis for
the next (the Seventh) review, to begin in 2016 according to the Electoral Registration and
Administration Act, 2013.

This will not be the case in much of the UK, however, and that next review will have to start afresh
– resulting in a configuration of constituencies that may be very different not only from the 650
contested at the 2015 general election but also the 600 (save the four ‘protected constituencies’)
that formed the Commissions’ revised recommendations in 2012.

These changes will come about because each subsequent review will have to take into account
alterations to electorates over the previous five years, at a variety of geographical scales. These
changes are best considered in three parts.

National and regional level change may require changes to national and/or regional
entitlements

It is less than three years since the Commissions published their recommendations (based on 2010
data), yet already – assuming the retention of 600 MPs in the House of Commons – the increase in
Scotland’s electorate merits an additional seat at the expense of England (specifically, the South
West region). If we examine all the five-year periods beginning in 2001 for which we have
comparable data (seven in all – i.e. 2001-5, 2002-6 through to 2007-2011) we find that none
avoided the need to change national entitlements (regardless of House size) and none avoided the
need to change at least two and sometimes more of the English regional entitlements. (Changes to
English regional entitlements do not have the same statutory status as national entitlements, but it
might be considered perverse for the English Commission to grant a region fewer seats than entitled
under the Saint Laguë rule used to allocate seats across the four countries – a procedure on which
it consulted before deploying it in 2011.)

The effect of such entitlement changes is unlikely to be trivial. If we take the example of Scotland
and South West England, the addition and removal respectively of one seat in a 600-member House
would produce a ripple effect across many other constituencies. We have undertaken simulations
to see how many seats might be affected by this ‘entitlement swap’ alone: in Scotland the effects
could be confined to fifteen of the Scottish Commission’s 50 recommended seats; but in the South
West most of the English Commission’s proposed seats in Cornwall, Devon and Somerset would
require alteration (perhaps as many as 27 of the 53 in the Commissions’ revised recommendations
for the region in 2012).

Such changes in these two areas alone would impact on some 7 per cent of the UK’s constituencies,
with around half of them experiencing major change. Given that the average number of
‘entitlement swaps’ per five-year interval is three (rising to between three and four for a 650-seat
House), this suggests that upwards of 20 per cent of constituencies would be affected at each
quinquennial review as a consequence of this aspect of the new legislation. A higher tolerance
would lessen the impact – with a tolerance of +/-10% around the electoral quota, for example, these
figures would reduce to 12 and 15 respectively for a 600- and 650-member House – but the general
conclusion is that:
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Evidence from recent five-year periods suggests that the allocation of constituencies

both across England, Northern Ireland, Scotland and Wales and between English

regions is likely to change between each quinquennial review, requiring alterations

potentially impacting around one-in-five of all constituencies.

Changes in electorate associated with demographic change but insufficient to influence
national and/or regional entitlements.

These changes to constituency electorates within each of the four countries, resulting from a
combination of migration and differing balances between the number of 18-year-olds enrolled and
those dying, will generally be less disruptive than those previously considered. The evidence from
the most recent five-year intervals available is that the distribution of change is broadly bell-shaped
(or statistically normal), with the average constituency electorate increasing by 3 per cent every
five years. After allowing for differential rates of increase at national and regional level (which
will be reflected in entitlements), we find 95 per cent of constituencies falling within +/-7% of the
relevant national (outside England) or regional (within England) average electorates. Assuming
this pattern of change is typical – and we have no grounds for thinking it is not – this would take
approximately 30 per cent of constituencies outside the +/-5% tolerance range of the new quota by
the time of the next review.

This, however, would not be the end of the matter. First, it is likely that some sub-regions used in
the previous review would no longer be ‘fit for purpose’. Oxfordshire, for example, was allocated
six seats in the Sixth Review, each with an electorate in excess of the UK quota; with projected
increases in electorate and with re-warding resulting in larger ward sizes in several Oxfordshire
authorities, it may well be that Oxfordshire will need to be combined with another county by the
time of the next review. It would be wrong to over-state the probable impact of this factor,
however; all but a handful of sub-regions used at a previous review are likely to be suitable next
time round.

Second, and of far greater significance, are the ‘knock-on’ effects which come with each review.
In addition to the 25 per cent of seats which will no longer be ‘legal’, some that are still within the
acceptable range will also need to change: both the Fifth and the Sixth Reviews saw 48 per cent of
existing seats which were within +/-5% of the quota (UK in the case of the Sixth; national in the
case of the Fifth) changed as a consequence of alterations elsewhere. A quinquennial review ought
to be less disruptive because of the shorter time interval, but our modelling suggests that the much
reduced tolerance will nevertheless mean that at least one-third of otherwise numerically acceptable
seats will still need alteration because of the changed situation in one or more neighbouring seats,
bringing the grand total requiring alteration in response to demography to 50 per cent. Thus:–

Demographic changes between quinquennial reviews could require alterations to as

many as one-half of all existing constituencies.

Changes which result from the need to realign constituency boundaries with any local
government boundaries that have been changed over the five-year interval.

The 2011 Act requires the Commissions to take into account local government boundaries in place
at the start of their reviews, including ward boundaries. All local government boundaries in the
UK, including ward boundaries, are subject to periodic review – regularly in the case of Wales
(every 10 years) and Scotland (8-12 years); and as required in England (as determined by the Local
Government Boundary Commission for England (LGBCE), in consultation with the local
authorities) and Northern Ireland (where a fundamental reorganisation of local government is
imminent).
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If we use the evidence of the last forty years in England (LGBCE Database of Local Government
Orders), the average review interval between local government re-wardings is some 15-20 years.
The more informal approach in England in particular (together with the unpredictability of more
fundamental change associated with the formation of unitary authorities) means that there is no
such thing as a typical amount of change. It seems safe to assume, however, that an average
quinquennial review will have to deal with alterations to the ward boundaries of somewhere
between 100 and 150 local authorities (out of the approximately 400 – including county districts –
currently in existence across the UK).

If we use the most recent Review as evidence, boundary changes affected a total of 89 local
authorities over the preceding five years (with England notably quiet then).26 These changes did
not, of course, require alterations to all constituencies within those authorities. Our analyses
suggest that 107 seats were affected and although around a third of them had electorates that
changed by fewer than a thousand, a similar proportion (mainly in Scotland, which had undergone
a comprehensive re-warding) experienced a change in excess of 5,000.

In itself, there is nothing new about this source of change; what is new is the need for the
Commissions to address it differently. No longer can most seats’ boundaries be routinely re-drawn
just to re-align them with the local government template as the Commissions have previously done.
In far more cases than before it will be necessary to undertake a fundamental re-drawing of
boundaries, perhaps extending to a number of neighbouring seats. The degree of disruption will,
as before, also depend upon the permitted tolerance: the lower the tolerance, the greater the
disruption, thus:

Re-warding of local authorities between quinquennial reviews could require redrawing

the boundaries of around one-fifth of all constituencies.

Having listed the causes of change to constituency boundaries which will be required at each
quinquennial review, it remains to quantify them and to see how the degree of change varies in
response to House size, tolerance and building block.

The three sets of changes listed above will not affect constituencies in an additive fashion. If 20
per cent of seats need to change because of entitlements, perhaps 50 per cent because of
demographic changes, and 20 per cent because of local government (mainly ward) boundary
changes then the probability of a constituency escaping change – p(same) – is:

p(same) = (1-0.2) * (1-0.5) * (1-0.2) = 0.32

In other words, change will be widespread at quinquennial reviews under the 2011 Rules, with two
seats altering for every one that escapes. The nature of that change will probably be far less severe
in subsequent reviews (one is scheduled to commence in 2021 under the current legislation) than
that expected from the next Review beginning in 2016 (which, as we have seen, will have to deal
not only with the new legislation but also attend to 15+ years of demographic and local government
changes), but change will still be the norm. The degree of disruption to any constituency can, as
before, be characterised as minor, moderate or major. In addition to the 32 per cent which are likely
to be unchanged, a further 22 per cent seem likely to experience minor and 13 per cent moderate
alterations. This means that:

26 T hisw asintheperiodpriortotheabortedS ixthR eview .T heCom m issionhassincereported
com pletedre-w ardingsofasubstantialnum beroflocalauthorities:thosenew w ardsw illbeusedin
thereview beginningin2016,asm ightm any ofthoseinasim ilarnum berofre-w ardingscurrently in
progress,asshow nontheirw ebsite– http://w w w .lgbce.org.uk/current-review s.
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Around one-third of all constituencies is likely to experience major change at each

quinquennial review and about one-third only may be unchanged.

The discussion so far has assumed that future quinquennial reviews will take place under the
existing legislation and that the Commissions will employ the same policies as they did at the Sixth
Review. What would be the impact if either of these assumptions were to change?

First, we consider the impact of the English Commission adopting a more flexible attitude towards
the splitting of wards. Such a change of policy would have little effect upon either the disruption
caused by entitlement swaps (which are inevitably characterised by major change) or local
government boundary changes (which the Commission would still be likely to recognise wherever
possible). There is no doubt, however, that it could play an important role in reducing the disruption
caused by demographic change, especially in urban areas.

Our best estimate is that ward-splitting would allow the percentage of unchanged seats to rise from
32 to 36 per cent and would reduce the incidence of major change from 33 to just under 20 per
cent, with a compensating increase in the proportion of seats experiencing minor change. The
additional flexibility offered by ward-splitting does have drawbacks, however. Over a series of
quinquennial reviews the proportion of seats containing divided wards would tend to rise unless
the Commissions adopted a policy of ‘unsplitting’ when that became possible, thereby introducing
another source of change.

Second, we consider the impact of increasing the tolerance from the current value of +/-5%. Unlike
ward-splitting, this change would impact upon all sources of disruption.

● Each entitlement swap is likely to affect around 40 seats under the current legislation. This
figure would fall to 25 with a tolerance of +/-8% and 20 with a tolerance of +/-10%. Given
that at least three such swaps can be expected in each five-year period, this is a significant
difference.

● While most local government boundary changes are minor, those involving re-warding can be
disruptive, more so the less the latitude afforded to the Commissions. A change of tolerance
is unlikely to affect more than a handful of seats at any review, however, though locally it
could make the difference in local authorities with large ward electorates.

● Demographic change provides the major impetus for quinquennial reviews and this is where
the major impact of greater tolerance would be felt. Whereas one-quarter of seats would fall
outside a +/-5% tolerance range by the time of the next review, we estimate that one in three
of these seats would be acceptable if the tolerance were set at +/-8%; and after allowing for
the reduction in knock-on effects discussed earlier, the percentage of seats requiring change
would fall from one-half to one-third.

As before, we need to bring the various sources of change together if we are to provide a clear
picture of the impact of any policy or legislative change. The following tables are only minimally
affected by any decision on the number of MPs; if a reduction does take place, then the initial
review under the new rules will witness the impact, not the subsequent five-yearly exercises.

First, Table 23 shows the probable distribution of constituencies across our four change types – as
percentages of the total number – if all the Commissions used ward splitting (WS) with polling
districts as the building blocks for constituencies where desirable to minimise disruption:
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Next we show the likely impact of different degrees of tolerance but without any change of policy
on ward-splitting (Table 24):

These tables show that either approach could produce a significant reduction in disruption. Ward-
splitting alone could reduce the percentage of seats experiencing major change to 19, a result which
would only be matched by doubling the existing tolerance level. The major advantage of the latter
approach is the reduction in change across the board; whereas ward-splitting largely works by
substituting minor change for major change, increasing tolerance levels works by reducing the
number of seats requiring any change at all.

The analysis so far has concentrated on the two approaches as alternatives, though there is, of
course, no reason why both could not be employed. So finally we show the likely impact of
different degrees of tolerance combined with a change of policy on ward-splitting (Table 25).

T able23

T heestim atedpercentageofconstituenciesexperiencingdifferent
degreesofchangeatsubsequentquinquennialreview s,by policy on

w ard-splitting– w itha+/-5% tolerance

Am ountofChange

P olicy M ajor M oderate M inor N one T otal

N ow ard-splitting 33 13 22 32 100
W ithw ard-splitting 19 11 34 36 100

T able24

T heestim atedpercentageofconstituenciesexperiencingdifferent
degreesofchangeatsubsequentquinquennialreview s,by theallow ed

tolerance(currentpolicy onw ard-splitting)

Am ountofChange

T olerance M ajor M oderate M inor N one T otal

5 33 13 22 32 100
6 28 12 21 39 100
7 25 11 21 43 100

8 22 10 21 47 100
9 20 9 21 50 100

10 18 8 22 52 100
11 17 7 22 54 100

12 16 7 22 55 100
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It is important to stress that of all our estimates, these are based on the interaction of the largest
number of factors and hence have the highest degree of uncertainty. Nevertheless they provide an
indication of the scale of the impact which would result from a change in legislation and/or policy,
with a general conclusion that:

Ward-splitting and a relaxation of the tolerance constraint could reduce the

proportion of constituencies experiencing major change at any quinquennial review to

below one-fifth and increase the proportion of those experiencing no change to as

much as one-half.

T able25

T heestim atedpercentageofconstituenciesexperiencingdifferent
degreesofchangeatsubsequentquinquennialreview s,by theallow ed

tolerance(changedpolicy onw ard-splitting)

Am ountofChange
T olerance M ajor M oderate M inor N one T otal

5 19 11 34 36 100
6 16 10 32 42 100
7 15 9 30 46 100

8 14 8 28 50 100
9 13 7 28 52 100

10 10 7 27 54 100
11 11 6 27 56 100
12 11 6 26 57 100
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10. C onclu sions

This report has outlined the reasons why implementation of the Rules for Redistribution for UK
Parliamentary constituencies enacted in 2011, with their emphasis on electoral equality across the
UK, resulted in recommended constituencies many more of which were both very different from
their predecessors and/or crossed local government boundaries than had been the case at previous
reviews.

Our research based on that appreciation has explored whether that disruption – considered
excessive by many MPs and party organisations as well as some commentators – could be
reduced if either the equality constraint was relaxed somewhat or/and the Boundary Commissions
(especially the Boundary Commission for England) were prepared to split wards when
recommending constituencies. The results have shown that:

● If the equality constraint was relaxed somewhat – from +/-5% to +/-8% – then there would

be much less disruption and that if it was relaxed even further – to +/-10% – major

problems would arise in a very small number of places only;

● If ward-splitting was adopted to avoid crossing local government boundaries and to

minimise change to the existing constituencies, with a tolerance of +/-8% problems would

arise in only a small number of places – mainly where the theoretical entitlement

precluded the identification of a feasible set of constituencies.

Our analyses focused not only on a House of Commons with 600 MPs, as specified in the 2011
Act, but also one with the current complement of 650 MPs. It found that:

● The reallocation of constituencies across the UK because of the introduction of a single

electoral quota would see a comparable amount of disruption to that with a 600-member

House.

Finally, we explored the likely impact of the new Rules at redistributions subsequent to their first
implementation, and found that:

● Because of population changes and changes to local government boundaries (especially

wards) around one-third of constituencies are likely to undergo major change unless there

is one or both of relaxation of the tolerance constraint and ward-splitting.
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Appendix I: Constituency Definition in the UK since 1944: a Brief History27

The United Kingdom had no fixed procedures (including timetable) for the redistribution of seats
until passage of the House of Commons (Redistribution of Seats) Act, 1944. The Rules enacted then
were amended subsequently; those put in place in the House of Commons (Redistribution of Seats)
Act, 1958, remained largely unchanged for the next half-century (although they were rewritten, to
reflect changes in the local government system, in the Parliamentary Constituencies Act, 1986).

The Boundary Commissions have always had to balance the conflicting demands of
place/community and number – the organic and arithmetic criteria. The 1944 legislation required
that all constituencies have an electorate varying from the national quota by no more than
‘approximately one quarter’, but this very broad constraint was too demanding given the plethora
of counties, county boroughs, London boroughs, municipal boroughs, urban districts and county
districts whose boundaries were to be inviolate ‘so far as is practicable’, so the guidance on
electoral equality was replaced by the phrase ‘as near the electoral quota as is practicable having
regard to the foregoing Rules [on local authority boundaries]’: thereafter, organic criteria
dominated the redistribution process. Furthermore, Parliament’s clear intention with the 1958
amendments was to have long-term continuity of representation of places rather than frequent
reviews creating major changes in order to meet an arbitrary arithmetic requirement. Parties and
their MPs preferred minimal change, even if this meant greater inequality of constituency
electorates, in order that their local organisations would not have to be uprooted every few years
and MPs could continue to serve the same constituents over long periods, developing close ties
with them and their local governments. To reflect that, the time period between reviews was
extended from every seven years to every 10-15 years.

Over the subsequent five decades, the balance between the organic and arithmetic criteria was
changed because of alterations to the local government map. The 32 London boroughs created in
1963 were included in the list of authorities whose boundaries should only be crossed if necessary,
but the county borough and county districts lost their protection in 1970s amendments to the
legislation. The boundaries of the new metropolitan boroughs/cities were not protected and in the
Third Review 12 of those 36 authorities were paired for the allocation of seats: place was being
downgraded and number becoming more important. The Fourth Review continued that trend with
the pairing of London boroughs – only 18 of the 32 were not affected – as did the Fifth Review.
New unitary authorities were created in the 1990s and 2000s; these (with the exception of the five
created out of Berkshire) had county status but many of their boundaries were crossed in order to
create constituencies with electorates as ‘equal as is practicable’ (as were Bournemouth and Poole
with Dorset in the Commission’s 2007 recommendations). County boundaries remained inviolate,
however.

Scotland and Wales both had complete reorganisations of local government in 1994, creating
systems of 32 and 22 single-tier unitary councils respectively: the Welsh legislation recognised that
most of the 22 authorities were too small for the allocation of constituencies, and recommended
that its Boundary Commission continue to use the predecessor eight counties (termed the
‘preserved counties’) for that purpose; no similar practice was recommended for Scotland (which
had nine regions prior to that change). Finally, Northern Ireland is now divided into 26 Local
Government Districts, only three of which have populations exceeding 100,000 and nine have
fewer than 50,000; the traditional six counties have no administrative status.

27 Foradetailedsurvey oftheBoundary Com m issions,see:D.J.R ossiter,R .J.JohnstonandC.J.P attie,
The Boundary Commissions: Redrawing the UK’s Map of Parliamentary Constituencies (M anchester:U niversity of
M anchesterP ress,1999).
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The 2011 legislation changed the balance between place and number even more, by making
equality of electorates the paramount criterion. Even county boundaries could now be crossed, as
illustrated by the much contested case of Cornwall which – because of its entitlement to 5.5
constituencies – was necessarily combined with Devon in the Boundary Commission for England’s
provisional and revised recommendations in 2011-2012.

The pre-2011 Rules implicitly mandated a separate electoral quota (the average constituency
electorate at the review’s commencement) for each of the four parts of the United Kingdom, as a
consequence of the 1944 Act’s allocation of seats, which was (after an amendment affecting
Northern Ireland alone in 1977):

● For Great Britain, ‘not substantially greater or less than 613’;

● For Scotland, ‘not less than 71’;

● For Wales, ‘not less than 35’; and

● For Northern Ireland, ‘not greater than 18 or less than 16’.

The Scotland Act, 1998, required the next review of constituencies there to be conducted using the
same quota as that then in place for England (leading to the reduction in the number of Scottish
MPs at the 2005 general election from 72 to 59). Nevertheless, because the Scottish Commission
continued to apply the ‘special geographical considerations’ rule to create much smaller-than-
average constituencies in the country’s sparsely populated areas, the average Scottish constituency
electorate was still some 5-6,000 smaller than the English.

The Commissions applied these Rules by ensuring, wherever possible, that constituencies did not
include parts of more than one local authority. Having established its electoral quota, each
Commission’s first task was to compute each authority’s ‘theoretical entitlement’ of constituencies,
a figure then rounded either up or down to the nearest integer to determine how many MPs the area
should have representing it. The main exceptions to this practice were with relatively small adjacent
authorities, notably London and Metropolitan Boroughs/Cities, some of which were combined.
Because of this rounding-up and -down, some neighbouring constituencies differed very
considerably in their electorates: in its 2007 recommendations, for example, the Boundary
Commission for England recommended four constituencies in the combined Boroughs of Brent
and Camden with 71,073, 71,398, 74,573 and 78,307 electors; in neighbouring Westminster (plus
the City of London) two constituencies with electorates of 61,621 and 59,016 were recommended;
and the two recommended for Islington had electorates of 61,054 and 58,839. (The electoral quota
for that review in England was 69,935.)

The wording of the Rules and their implementation by the Commissions resulted in considerable
variation in constituency electorates, despite increased attempts to meet the equal electorates rule
as well. The Boundary Commission for England’s 2007 report on its Fifth Periodic Review
indicated that all but 59 of its recommended constituencies had electorates within 10 percentage
points of the quota (based on 2000 electorate data); the Welsh Commission’s recommendations
had 26 of its 40 constituencies within 10 percentage points of its quota, as was also the case with
15 of the Northern Ireland Commission’s recommended 18: the Scottish Commission’s earlier
exercise – reported in 2004 – had 50 of its 59 within that range.

The Commissions also tried, where possible, to avoid changing constituencies, even if this meant
significant electoral inequalities: for example, in the English Commission’s Fourth Review it
provisionally recommended substantial changes to the constituencies for Derbyshire and
Nottinghamshire, although each county’s entitlement was unchanged. This was challenged during
the Local Inquiries because the parties preferred to retain the status quo even though that meant
greater inequality than the Commission had recommended. The Commission accepted these cases
and in its final recommendations the constituency maps for the two counties were unchanged from
those implemented in the Third Review.
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Appendix II: The Software used in the Research

The use of software to help in the process of constituency (district in US) building has a history
stretching back over fifty years in the United States and over thirty years in the UK. Two of the
authors of this report were responsible for the first attempt in the UK. Building on the work of
Taylor and Gudgin and of Openshaw, we wrote program GROUP, a FORTRAN program which
attempted to identify all possible combinations of wards into constituencies within given
constraints.28 We then applied the program to several English cities and London boroughs using
data from the English Commission’s Third Review, demonstrating not only the extremely large
number of possible solutions but also the Commission’s preference for the more ‘shapely’ amongst
them. Its practical utility became evident following the report of the Assistant Commissioner who
conducted the Public Inquiry into the Commission’s provisional recommendations for Sheffield,
who recommended a solution (accepted by the Commission) which was ‘essentially a modified
version of the Johnston/Rossiter scheme’.

In producing this report, we have re-written GROUP to run in SAS (a statistical software package)
and modified several parts of the algorithm to make it more flexible and applicable to the larger
combinatorial problems which need to be tackled in rural areas with larger numbers of wards.
Despite this, the fundamentals of the program remain the same. It works by taking the ward map
for the area and selecting one of its wards at random to act as the core for the first constituency.
Adjacent wards are then added to it until their combined electorates are sufficiently large to form
a constituency and adding any further wards would take its electorate above the maximum
specified. Having created the first constituency, the program selects another ward (outside the first
constituency) and builds the next constituency, and so on until all of the constituencies have been
created. The composition of each constituency is recorded, to ensure that the full set is not
replicated in later runs: all of the sets of constituencies identified are unique. Most runs fail,
typically because one or more physically detached sets of wards containing insufficient electors
are left behind after completion of an earlier constituency. These failures are not critical, however,
for the process is repeated many thousands of times for an area, virtually ensuring that if there are
feasible solutions they will be found. Then, for the continuity analyses, we select the run with the
lowest transfer of electors from the existing situation and use that as our chosen solution for that
area.

The additional flexibility referred to above relates primarily to the agglomeration process whereby
adjacent wards are added. The probability of any contiguous ward being added can be varied: to
favour wards with long common boundaries and/or to favour those from the same local authority
or the same existing constituency. We have taken advantage of that flexibility to ensure that the
UK-wide proportion of seats falling in different categories of change is identical to that produced
by the Commissions in their most recent exercise. We do not pretend that the resulting chosen
solutions would have been selected by the Commissions, for they will be taking into account
myriad other considerations, especially those put forward during the process of public consultation.
We are confident, however, that they are representative of the class of possible configurations
available to the Commissions and as such provide a robust benchmark for analysis.

28 D.J.R ossiterandR .J.Johnston,‘P rogram GR O U P :theidentificationofallpossiblesolutionstoaconstituency-
delim itationproblem ’,Environment and Planning A,13 (1981),231-238.Fortheirclassicw orkonthissubject,
seeG.GudginandP .J.T aylor,Seats, Votes and the Spatial Organisation of Elections (1979:reprinted2012,
Colchester:ECP R P ress).
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